“The German Adressbuch” 1942: Bavaria

Introduction

The title of the original source presented here is: "The German Addressbuch [address book]. Section on Administration and Public Economy in Bavaria." It is a voluminous compilation of the names and addresses of party and state agencies and functionaries in Bavaria (see table of contents), taken from a German handbook translated into English and supposed to help the Office of Military Government in Bavaria (OMGBAY) to fulfill its duties in the administration (and most likely the denazification) of the state of Bavaria after the end of war. A copy of the list is in NARA’s pertaining Record Group No. 260 (OMGUS), Box No. 155, folder No. 13/024-3/016 which contains a file of the Fiscal Section Detachment F1B3, Company B, 3rd ECA Regiment deployed in Nuremberg as part of the local Military Government’s Finance Division. Though the copy is not dated, it can be assumed from the other papers within the file that the "Addressbuch" was in use from July 1945 to April 1946. The basis of our online list is a copy’s copy in Nuremberg City Archives’ holding F 6 OMGAY No. 428.

Certain detail information in the list led us to the conclusion that the original "Deutsches Adressbuch" must have been from late 1941 or 1942 (see "Chambers of Industry and Commerce (as of 1 October 1941)" and the title of a "Reichsamsleiter" for Willy Liebel, the Nazi Lord Mayor of Nuremberg, who became a staff member of the architect Albert Speer in 1942).

Finally, why does RIJO publish such an extensive list of bureaucratic information? Because we consider it useful to everyone dealing with the history of the Nazi era in Bavaria down to the level of the grass roots. Usually such information including the comprehensive captions of the editor are difficult to obtain in English. For this reason we hope that our offer will be gratefully accepted by the visitors.

**RIJO**
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## PART I: NAZI PARTY REICH OFFICES IN BAVARIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Nazi Party Reich Office</th>
<th>Party Gauleiters</th>
<th>Party Chancellery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The German Labor Front</td>
<td>The Reich Treas-</td>
<td>Supreme Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reich Chief for the Press</td>
<td>urer of the NSDAP</td>
<td>Court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reich Legal Office</td>
<td>Reich Press Chief</td>
<td>Main Archives of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief Office for Communal</td>
<td>of the NSDAP</td>
<td>the NSDAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aff airs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief Office for Educators</td>
<td>National Socialist</td>
<td>National Socialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>German Teachers'</td>
<td>German Students'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Association</td>
<td>Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Socialist</td>
<td>Chief Office for</td>
<td>Chief Office for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German Teachers' Associ-</td>
<td>Government Em-</td>
<td>War Victims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ation (NSD-Dozentenbund)</td>
<td>ployees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supreme Storm Troopers'</td>
<td>Reich Leadership</td>
<td>National Socialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>of the Schutz-</td>
<td>Motor Corps (NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Staffel (Elite Guards)</td>
<td>Kraftfahrkorps --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NSKK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reich Youth Leadership of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Nazi Party -- Hitler</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## PART II: REICH OFFICES AND OFFICIALS LOCATED IN BAVARIA

<p>| Office of the Reich Con- | Office of the Chief Construction Councilor for the Capital of the Nazi Movement (München) | The Reichstag |
| Construction Counci-    |                   |                  |
| lor for the City of     |                   |                  |
| Linz on the Danube      |                   |                  |
| The Members of the      | The ReichGovernor | RB Presidents    |
| Reichstag for Bavaria   |                   |                  |
| Reich Ministry of the   | Reich Ministry of  | Reich Ministry of |
| Interior                | Finance           | Economics        |
| Reich Ministry of       | Reich Ministry of  | Reich Ministry of |
| Labor                   | Justice           | Economics        |
| Reich Ministry of       | Reich Ministry for| Reich Ministry for|
|                         |                  |                  |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Branch Office</th>
<th>Department of Auditing (Reich): Branch Office</th>
<th>German State Bank</th>
<th>Reich Commissioner for Public Housing Development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>Food and Agriculture</td>
<td>Public Enlightenment and Propaganda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reich Ministry for Science, Education and Culture</td>
<td>Reich Ministry for Education and Culture Branch Office</td>
<td>Department of Auditing (Reich): Branch Office</td>
<td>German State Bank</td>
<td>Reich Commissioner for Public Housing Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German Agricultural Credit Bank</td>
<td>General Inspector for German Highways</td>
<td>Reich Commissioner for Public Housing Development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PART III: LÄNDER AND GAUE: BAVARIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bavarian State Chancellery</th>
<th>The Bavarian Minister-President, State Forestry Administration</th>
<th>State Ministry of the Interior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State Ministry for Education and Culture</td>
<td>State Ministry of Finance</td>
<td>State Ministry for Economics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PART IV: THE GERMAN PUBLIC ECONOMY -- BAVARIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Reich Groups of the Industrial Economy</th>
<th>Reich Group: Commerce</th>
<th>Reich Group: Handicraft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reich Group: Foreign Tourists' Travel</td>
<td>Organization of the Transport Trades</td>
<td>Reich Economic Chamber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Chambers</td>
<td>The Chambers of Industry and Commerce</td>
<td>Official Exchanges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chambers of Handicrafts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### ADDRESSES OF VARIOUS UNIONS, INSTITUTES AND ORGANIZATIONS IN BAVARIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Various</th>
<th>Reich Food Estate Technical Supervision Unions</th>
<th>Trade Supervision Officials</th>
<th>Employers’ or Professional Liability Insurance Associations</th>
<th>Universities and Vocational Schools of the German Reich</th>
<th>Directory of Higher Insurance Offices and Insurance Offices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### PART I: NAZI PARTY REICH OFFICES (Editor’s Caption)

The Nazi Party Reich Office: Braunes Haus, Brienerstrasse 45, München 33. Der Führer: ADOLF HITLER (p. 7)

(Editor’s Note: The pages in parentheses are those in the Adressbuch)

#### Party Gauleiters:
- Bayreuth: FRITZ WÄCHTLER, Maxstrasse 2. Phone: 2651. **Bayreuth**.
- Franken: [KARL] HOLZ, Schlageterplatz 1-5, Phone 22081, **Nürnberg**.
- Mainfranken: Dr. OTTO HELLMUTH, **Würzburg**, Adolf-Hitler-Strasse 24, Phone 3561.
- München-Oberbayern: ADOLF WAGNER; **München**, Prannerstrasse 20, Phone 12343.
- Schwaben: KARL WAHL, **Augsburg**, Kornhausgasse 4, Phone 6631

- Party Reich Chief for the Organization of the NSDAP: Barerstrasse 15, München 33. Phone 597621. Letter Address: München 33.
- Reich Chief: Dr. ROBERT LEY
- Chief of Staff: Oberbefehlsleiter HEINRICH SIMON (p. 7)
- Party Chief Office for Organization: Member of the Administrative Authorities: Oberdienstleiter WERNER KROPp.
- Party Administration for the Organization of the Reich Party Meetings:
  - Reich Chief: Dr. ROBERT LEY
  - Central Office: Nürnberg, Guntherstrasse 45, Phone 4911. Oberdienstleiter WERNER KROPp
  - Party Chief Office for Personnel Statistics: Oberdienstleiter FRITZ MARRENBACK, München, Barerstrasse 15, Phone 597621.
  - Party Chief Education Office: München, Barerstraße 15. Phone 597621.
  - Chief Hauptbefehlsleiter FRIEDRICH SCHMIDT
  - Office for Educational Directives: München 33, Barerstraße 15, Phone 597621. Reichsamtssleiter FRANZ HERMANN WOWERIES. (p. 7)
The German Labor Front (Die Deutsche Arbeitsfront--DAF)
The Reich Organization Leader of the Nazi Party: Party Member Dr. ROBERT LEY. München, Barerstrasse 15, Phone 597621.

The Reich Treasurer of the NSDAP: Reichsleiter FRANZ XAVER SCHWARZ
Address and phone number, unless otherwise indicated below:
München, Verwaltungsbau der NSDAP, Arcisstrasse 10.
Telephone 5798 (local) and 51931 (long distance)
Letter Address: München 33.
Chief of Staff: Hauptbefehlsleiter HANS SAUPERT

Main Offices of the Reich Treasurer
Main Office I: Reich Finance Administration. Leader:
Oberdienstleiter ALBERT MILLER
Main Office II, Reich Budget Office: Leader: Oberdienstleiter WILLY DAMSON, München 33, Barerstrasse 5 (p. 9)
Main Office IV: Reich Administration Office: Leader: Oberbefehlsleiter Dr. PAUL RUOFF.
Main Office V, Legal Office: Leader: Oberbefehlsleiter Dr. ANTON LINGG
Main Office VI: Reich Accounting and Auditing Office: Leader: Dienstleiter HERBERT HANSSGEN, München 33, Karolinenplatz 3.
Main Office VII: Emergency Fund of the NSDAP: Leader: Hauptdienstleiter FRIEDRICHI GESSELBRECHT, München 33, Herzog-Wilhelmstrasse 32; Phone 10012.
Main Office VIII: Reich Quartermaster Office of the NSDAP: Chief: Hauptdienstleiter RICHARD BÜCHNER, München, Tegernseer Landstrasse 120; Phone 493521/24.
Office for the Lottery System: Chief: Amtsleiter WILHELM BEHRET, München, Leopoldstrasse 10; Phone 32401.

Supreme Party Court (Oberstes Parteigericht)
München, Karolinenplatz 4, Phone: 50812/15, 50825. Letter Address: München 33.
Chief Justice of the Nazi Party: Reichsleiter WALTER BUCH.
Presidents of the Chambers in the Party Supreme Court: LUDWIG SCHNEIDER, WALTER KNOP, Dr. ERNST VOLKMAN.
Justices of the Supreme Party Court: KOCH, SCHWEISFURTH, GRIMM, BREHER, RUNGE, LÜSEBRING, Dr. RHODE, TEIWES, Dr. KRAUSS.
Besides the justices mentioned above, there are also a number of deputy justices present.

Reich Chief for the Press
President of the Reich Chamber of the Press: Reichsleiter MAX AMANN, München 22, Thierschstrasse 11, Phone 22131.

Reich Press Chief of the NSDAP
2. Chief Office München. München, Karlstrasse 18 (Haus der Presse), Phone 56081.
Chief Office Leader, Acting: HELMUT SÜNDERMANN.
Main Archives of the NSDAP
München 33, Barerstrasse 15. Chief: Dr. ARNOLD BRÜGMANN.

Reich Legal Office
München 33, Max-Josef-Strasse 4; Phones: 5798 (local), 51931 (long distance)
Reich Chief: Dr. HANS FRANK
Personnel Advisor: Oberbereichsleiter HEINZ EISENLOHR.
Deputy of the Reich Chief: Reichsamtsleiter Dr. WILHELM HEUBER
1. Central Office: Chief: Oberbereichsleiter HEINZ EISENLOHR
2. Office for Legal Administration: Oberbereichsleiter Dr. WALTHER BERCKHOLTZ
3. Office for Legal Policy: Chief: Reichsamtsleiter HEINRICH BARTH.
4. Office for the Enforcement of the Legal Rights of the German People: Chief: Oberbereichsleiter HEINZ EISENLOHR.
5. Office for Legal Literature: Chief: Reichsamtsleiter HEINRICH BARTH.
6. Office for Legal Training: Chief: Reichsamtsleiter HEINRICH BARTH.
7. Office for Judicial Advisers (Rechtswahrer): Chief: Reichsamtsleiter Dr. WILHELM HEUBER.

Reich Office for Agrarian Policy (p. 9)
München 33, Bavariaring 21; Phones 55517/18.
Chief: Reichsleiter WALTHER DARRE.
Deputy and Chief of Staff: Reichshauptamtsleiter R. PEUCKERT.
Subordinate Organization: Reich Food Estate (Reichsnährstand) Bavariaring 21, München 33.
Chief: Reichsleiter WALTHER DARRE (p. 9).

Office for Colonial Policy of the NSDAP (p. 10)
München 22, Prinzregentenstrasse 7; Phones 20907, 20997. Letter Address: München 33.
Chief: Reichsleiter General der Infanterie RITTER VON EPP.
Chief of Staff: Korvettenkapitän WENIG.

Chief Office for Communal Affairs
München, Gabelsbergerstrasse 41; Local Phone 5798, Long Distance Phone 51931; Letter Address: München 33
Chief of Chief Office: Reichsleiter und Oberbürgermeister KARL FIEHLER (Lord Mayor of Munich).
Chief of Staff: Reichsamtsleiter Dr. KARL-HELLMUT PATUTSCHNICK.
Chief Office for Public Health
München, Karlstrasse 21; Phone 58934; Letter Address München 33.
Chief Leader: Dr. med. LEONARDO CONTI.
Deputy: Dienstleiter Dr. med. KURT BLOME.
Organization and Business Management: Oberbereichsleiter ADOLF WITTMANN.
Attached Organization:

National Socialist Physicians Association (registered)
(NSD-Ärztebund -- NSDAB)
München, Karlstrasse 21; Phone 58934. Letter Address: München 33.
Reich Health Leader: Chief Leader Dr. med. LEONARDO CONTI.

Chief Office for War Victims
München, Herzog-Wilhelmstrasse 32, Local Phone 5798; Long Distance Phone 51931; Letter Address: München 33.
Chief: Reichskriegsoberrführer HANNS OBERLINDOBER.
Reich Office Chief: OTTO ENGELBRECHT.

Chief Office for Educators
"Haus der Deutschen Erziehung", Bayreuth, Hans-Schemm-Platz 5, Phone 3151 (long distance)
Chief: Gauleiter FRITZ WÄCHTLER
Attached Organization:

National Socialist Teachers' Association (registered, NS-Lehrerbund -- NSLB)
Bayreuth, "Haus der Deutschen Erziehung", Hans Schemm Platz 1, 5, 7, 10-12; Phone 3151.
Chief: Reichswalter Gauleiter FRITZ WÄCHTLER.

National Socialist German Students’ Association (NSD-Studentenbund)
München, Karlstrasse 12; Long Distance Phone 51931, Local Phone 5798; Letter Address: München 33.
Reich Students’ Chief: Gauleiter and Reichsstatthalter Dr. GUSTAV ADOLF SCHEEL
Authorized Deputy of the Reich Students’ Chief During the War: Bereichsleiter Dr. ULRICH GMELIN, Berlin W 35, Friedrich-Wilhelmstrasse 22, Phone 259576.
Chief of Staff: Oberbereichsleiter ERNST HORN.
(p. 10)
Deputy during the War: Party Member RUDOLF THOMAS.
Reich Treasurer: HANS SCHWESSINGER.
Subordinate Organization:

German Student Body (Deutsche Studentenschaft)
Nazi Alumni Association of German Students (NS-Altherrenbund der Deutschen Studenten)
National Socialist German Teachers’ Association (NSD-Dozentenbund)
München, Karlstrasse 12; Long Distance Phone 51931; Local Phone 5793; Letter Address:
München 33.
Reich Teachers’ Chief: Oberdienstleiter Prof. Dr. WALTER SCHULTZE.
Reich Treasurer: EMIL MILLER.

Chief Office for Government Employees
München Office: Goethestrasse 64; Phone 58548/49, München 33.

Chief Office for Technology
München 33, Erhardtstrasse 36; Phone 22703; Letter Address: München 33.
Chief: Oberbefehlsleiter Dipl.-Ing. SPEER.
Attached Organization:

National Socialist Association of German Technology (NS-Bund Deutscher Technik e.V. --
NSBDT)
München 26, Erhardtstrasse 36; Phone 22703.
Chief: Oberbefehlsleiter Dipl.-Ing. SPEER.

Supreme Storm Troopers’ Leadership (Oberste SA-Führung)
München 33, Barerstrasse 7-11; Telephone: Local 54901; Long Distance 54791)
Chief Office Leadership: Obergruppenführer JÜTTNER.
Chief Personnel Office: Chief of the Chief Personnel Office: Gruppenführer PETERSON.
Chief Administration Office: Chief of the Chief Administration Office: Obergruppenführer
MAPPES.

Reich Leadership of the Schutz-Staffel (Elite Guards) (Reichsführung SS)
Chief of the Main Office of the SS Court: München 33, Karlstrasse 10; Telephone München
55316.
SS Superior Section for the South: (SS Oberabschnitt Süd) München 27, Maria-Theresia-Strasse
17; Telephone München 44405-44407.
SS Superior Section for the Main (SS Oberabschnitt Main): Nürnberg, Ernst-vom-Rath-Allee 24,
Telephone Nürnberg 44241/45.

National Socialist Motor Corps (NS Kraftfahrkorps -- NSKK)
Corps Chief: Reichsleiter ERWIN KRAUS.
München 33, Brienerstrasse 41; Phone 55741.
Chief Staff Leader: NSKK-Obergruppenführer VON DENK.
Chief Adjutant: NSKK-Obergruppenführer JÄGER.
Office: München 33, Briener Strasse 41; Phone 55741.
Reich Treasury Manager: NSKK-Gruppenführer KÖBELE.
München 33, Briener Strasse 24, Phone 55741.
Inspectors:
Inspector for Technical Training and Equipment: München 9, Ständlerstrasse 41; Phone 45145.
National Socialist Motor Corps (NSKK) Corps Leadership: München Office, München 33, Briener Strasse 41; Phone 55741.
Chief Office for Leadership: NSKK-Obergruppenführer VON DENK, with Central Office.
Chief Office for Organisation: NSKK-Gruppenführer RULAND, with Sanitation Office.
Chief Office for Personnel: NSKK-Obergruppenführer KLUG, with Jurisdictional Office
with Legal Office.
(p. 11)
Chief Office for Technology: München 9, Ständlerstrasse 41; Phone 45145.
with Office for General Technology
with Office for Technical Training
Chief Office for Administration: NSKK-Gruppenführer KÖBELE, München 33, Briener Strasse 24.
with Office for Treasury Administration
with Auditing Office.
Chief Motor Groups:
South: München 23, Ohmstrasse 15, Telephone 31022;
NSKK-Obergruppenführer VON STÄDTLER
Motor Groups:
Bavarian Eastern Territory (Bayerische Ostmark):
Regensburg, Dr.-Martin-Luther-Strasse 14; Phone 2334
Franken: Nürnberg-W., Fürther Strasse 19/I, Telephone 63052/53. (p. 11)

Reich Youth Leadership of the Nazi Party -- Hitler Youth (HJ)
Addresses of the Districts (Gebiete): (p. 12)
Franken (18): Nürnberg West, Westtorgraben 17, Phone 63055.
Bayerische Ostmark (22): Bayreuth, Jean-Paul-Strasse 18, Phone 3341.
Schwaben (36): Augsburg, Balderstrasse 3; Phone 8661/63.
Mainfranken (39): Würzburg, Semmelstrasse 46; Phones 3735, 5913, 6082, 5845.

PART II: REICH OFFICES AND OFFICIALS LOCATED IN BAVARIA (Editor’s Caption)
(Editor’s Note: The following Reich offices and governmental officials are directly responsible to the Reich Chancellor and the Reich Chancellery in Berlin).
THE CIVIL GOVERNMENT (p. 23)

Office of the Reich Construction Councillor for the City of Linz on the Danube
München 8, Maria-Theresia-Strasse 16. Phone 45421.
Duties: Renovation and municipal building planning of the city of Linz on the Danube.
Reich Building Councillor: Professor RODERICH FICK, Architect.
Office of the Chief Construction Councillor for the Capital of the Nazi Movement (München)
München, 22, Prinzregentenstrasse 3. Phone 23931.
Duties: The Chief Construction Councillor is responsible for the carrying-out of the municipal construction planning measures which are necessary for the Paying-out and the construction as well as for the co-ordinated planning of the Capital of the Nazi Movement (München). The Chief Construction Councillor makes the final decisions in respect to all parties affected by the co-ordinated planning.
Chief Construction Councillor: Prof. HERMANN GIESLER.

The Reichstag
Reichstag Office Director: KIENAST.
The Reichstag consists of the Deputies of the German people, elected in a general, equal, direct and secret vote of the men and women over 20 years of age, for a term of 4 years.
The Members of the Reichstag
National Socialist German Workers’ Party (Hitler Movement)
(876 members) (p. 24)

Members for Bavaria (Editor’s Caption)
• AMANN, MAX, Publishing Director, President of the Reich Press Chamber, SS Obergruppenführer, München 27, Wasserburger Strasse 6. 24th Election District.
• APPLER, JOHANN, Kreisleiter, Bürgermeister, Gunzenhausen (Oberfranken-Mittelfranken), Sichlinger Strasse 17. 26th Election District.
• BAUER, JOSEF, Hauptstellenleiter, Stadtschulrat, SS Oberführer, München 25, Fuggerstrasse 2. 24th Election District.
• BAUMANN, HANS, Generalarbeitsführer, Erbhofbauer, Frohnloh, Post Unterbrunn über Starnberg. 24th Election District.
• BERCHTOLD, JOSEPH, SA Gruppenführer, Hauptschriftleiter, München 13, Schellingstrasse 39, 32nd Election District.
• BOCK, FRANZ, SA Gruppenführer, Office Chief of the Supreme Storm Troopers’ (SA) Leadership, München, Seinsheimstrasse 3, 22nd Election District.
• BORMANN, MARTIN, Reichsleiter, Chief of the Nazi Party Chancellery, Landwirt, Pullach bei München, Sonnenwinkel (Short Address: München 2, Braunes Haus). 5th Election District.
• BUCHNER, FRANZ, Kreisleiter, Surveying Official, Starnberg (Oberbayern), Am Vogelanger 6a. 24th Election District.
• BUNGE, HANNS, SA Brigadeführer, München 9, Harthauser Strasse 11, 24th Election District.
• BUTTMANN, RUDOLF, Dr., Generaldirektor, Stockdorf bei München, Bahnstrasse 25. 24th Election District. (p. 24)
• CRONEISS, CARL, NSFK Gruppenführer, Captain (retired), Nürnberg, Gräfenberger Strasse 18. Reich Electoral Member. (p. 25)
• DAMSON, WILLY, Reichshauptamtsleiter, Merchant, München 23, Mainzer Strasse 7b. 18th Electoral District.
• DAUSER, HANS, SS Brigadeführer, Staatssekretär, München 13, Georgenstrasse 15. 24th
• DIETRICH, JOSEF, Prussian State Councillor, SS Obergruppenführer, Kommandeur der Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler (Waffen SS Unit). Berlin W 8, Wilhelmstrasse 78. 25th Electoral District.
• DRAUZ, RICHARD, Kreisleiter, Heilbronn a.N., Danziger Strasse 28. 31st Election District.
• EBERSTEIN, FRIEDRICH KARL FREIHERR VON, SS Obergruppenführer, Polizeipräsident, München 27, Maria-Theresia-Strasse 17. 24th Election District.
• ENGELBRECHT, OTTO, Reichshauptstellenleiter, Amtsleiter bei der NSKOV, München 25, Seefelder Strasse 14. 3rd Election District.
• RITTER VON EPP, FRANZ, Reichsleiter, SA Obergruppenführer z.b.V., Reichsstatthalter in Bayern (Reich Governor of Bavaria), General of Infantry (retired), München 22, Prinzregentenstrasse 7. 24th Election District.
• ERBERSDOBLER, OTTO, Hauptbereichsleiter, President of the Passau Chamber of Industry and Commerce, Passau, Ludwigstrasse 10. 25th Election District.
• FIEHLER, KARL, Reichsleiter, Oberbürgermeister (Lord Mayor) of München, SS Gruppenführer, München, Willroder Strasse 10. 24th Election District.
• FISCHER, HUGO, Reichshauptamtsleiter, München 25, Wolfratshauser Strasse 21. 3rd Election District.
• FREY, KURT, SS Oberführer, Reich Labor Trustee, München 27, Mauerkircher Strasse 8. 24th Election District.
• FRIEDRICH, HELMUTH, Reichshauptamtsleiter, Pullach bei München, Sonnenwinkel, Sonnenweg 18. 19th Election District.
• GANNINGER, FRANZ, Gauamtsleiter, Engineer, Nürnberg, Gneisenaustrasse 8. 25th Election District.
• GEHRIG, RICHARD, Farmer, Heiligersdorf (Mainfranken). 26th Election District.
• GÖTZ, KARL, Gaugerichtsvorsitzender, Verwaltungsobrinspektor, Bayreuth, Bismarckstrasse 12. 26th Electoral District. (p. 25)
• GRADL, GEORG, Gauamtsleiter, Oberamtmann i.R., Nürnberg, Clausewitzstrasse 36. 26th Election District.
• GRAF, ULRICH, SS Oberführer, Oberamtmann i.R., München 9, Harthausen i.R., Harthausenstrasse 94. 26th Electoral Member.
• GRASSL, HERMANN, SA Obersturmbannführer, Amtsdirektor, München 27, Laplacesstrasse 30. 25th Electoral District.
• GUGEL, RUDOLF, Obergebietsführer der HJ (Hitler Youth), Ratscherr, Nürnberg, Regenbogenstrasse 66. 26th Election District.
• HEER, WILLI, Kreisleiter, Stadtbauführer, Kitzingen am Main, Daniel-Sauer-Strasse 10. 26th Electoral District.
• HELLMUTH, OTTO, Dr., Regierungspräsident (RB President), Gauleiter, Würzburg, Adolf-Hitler-Haus. 26th Election District.
• HERGENRÖDER, ADOLF, Gauamtsleiter, Chief Section Leader II of the Bavarian State Farmers’ Association, Nürnberg, Clausewitzstrasse 36. 26th Election District.
• HOFFMANN, HEINRICH, Prof., Reich Chief Photographer of the Nazi Party, SA Standaartenführer, München 27, Ebersberger Strasse 5. 22nd Election District.
• HOFMANN, HANS GEORG, SA Obergruppenführer, State Secretary in the Office of the Reich Governor in Bavaria. München 22, Widenmayerstrasse 23. 25th Election District.
• HOLZ, KARL, Acting Gauleiter, Book Dealer, Nürnberg, Günthersbühlstrasse 85. 26th Election District.
• HORN, KARL, SA Brigadeführer, München 2, Jägerstrasse 30. 28th Election District.
• JÄGER, ADOLF, NSKK Obergruppenführer, München 19, Hildebrandstrasse 14. 20th Election District.
• JÜTTNER, MAX, Captain (retired), SA Obergruppenführer, München 25, Josefinenstrasse 15. 11th Election District.
• KLEIN, EMIL, Obergebietsführer der HJ (Hitler Youth), Merchant, Ottobrunn bei München, Adolf-Hitler-Strasse 38. 24th Election District.
• KNAUP, XAVER, Kreisleiter, Würzburg, Wittelsbacherplatz 2. 26th Election District.
• KOLB, ARTUR, Dr., Kreisleiter, Landesstellenleiter, Amberg, (Bayern), Archivstrasse 5. 25th Electoral District.
• KOLB, MAX, Reichsamtsleiter, Oberregierungsrat, München 2, Richard-Wagner-Strasse 16. 22nd Electoral District.
• KRAUS, ERWIN, NSKK Obergruppenführer, München-Pasing, Prinzregentenstrasse 34. 31st Election District.
• KROPP, WERNER, Reichsamtsleiter, SA Oberführer, Nürnberg, Seumestrasse 16. 16th Electoral District.
• LIEBEL, WILLY, Reichsamtsleiter, Oberbürgermeister (Lord Mayor) of Nürnberg, Nürnberg, Neutorgraben 1. 26th Electoral District. (p. 27)
• LUYKEN, MAX, SA Obergruppenführer, München 8, Äussere Prinzregentenstrasse 12. 34th Electoral District. (p. 28)
• MALZER, JOSEPH, SA Brigadeführer, München 9, Oskar-Körner-Strasse 10. 31st Electoral District.
• MAPPES, GEORG, SA Obergruppenführer, Reich Treasury Manager of the Storm Troopers (SA), München 27, Normannenplatz 24.
• MARRENBACH, FRITZ, Chief of the Main Personnel Office of the Nazi Party, München 2, Barerstrasse 15. 20th Election District.
• MAURICE, EMIL, SS Oberführer, Master Clock-Maker, München 8, Äussere Prinzregentenstrasse 17. 29th Election District.
• MICHAELIS, RUDOLF, Engineer, SA Gruppenführer, München 42, von-der-Pfordtenstrasse 18. 10th Electoral District.
• MOHR, JOHANN ADAM, Gauamtsleiter, SA Standartenführer, Farmer, Michelrieth über Marktheidenfeld, Haus 52. 26th Electoral District.
• MOOSBAUER, MAX, SS Sturmbannführer, Master Baker, Oberbürgermeister (Lord Mayor) of Passau, Kreisleiter, Passau, Angerstrasse 1. 25th Electoral District.
• PFAFF, ALFRED, Dr., Electro-Chemist, Solln bei München, Dittlerstrasse 20. 31st Electoral District. (p. 28)
• RAKOBRANDT, ARTHUR, Major (retired), SA Obergruppenführer, Landesgruppenführer, München 22, Widenmayerstrasse 49. 31th Electoral District. (p. 29)
• REINHARDT, JOSEF ALOIS, Gauamtsleiter, Gauobmann der DAF (German Labor Front), Mechanical Engineer, Würzburg, Schönleinstrasse 6. 26th Electoral District.
• REINHARDT, KARL, SS Oberführer, State Farmers’ Leader, Bayreuth, Kulmbacher Strasse 103.
• RIGGAUER, JOSEF, SA Obersturmführer, Master Cabinetmaker, Rosenheim, Anzingerweg 6. 24th Election District.
• RUCKDESCHEL, LUDWIG, Acting Gauleiter, Bayreuth, Maxstrasse 2. 25th Electoral District.
• Dr. jur. von SAMMERN-FRANKENEGG, FERDINAND, SS Oberführer, Lawyer, Würzburg, Seelbergstrasse 2. Austrian Member.
• SAUPERT, HANS, Staff Chief of the Reich Treasurer, SS Brigadeführer, Hauptdienstleiter, München 13, Elisabethstrasse 39. 27th Electoral District.
• SCHÄDLER, GEORG, Kreisleiter, Farmer, Goppeln bei Niedersonthofen. 24th Electoral District.
• SCHMIDT, FRIEDRICH, Acting Gauleiter, Leader of the Chief Education Office of the Nazi Party, SS Brigadeführer, Gut Thansau, Gemeinde Rohrdorf (Kreis Rosenheim) 31st Election District. (p. 29)
• SCHWARZ, FRANZ XAVER, Reichsleiter, Reich Treasurer, Grünwald bei München, Eierwiese 26. 24th Electoral District.
• SIEBERT, LUDWIG, SA Gruppenführer, Bavarian Minister-President, State Minister of Finance and Economics, München 22, Kaulbachstrasse 13. 24th Electoral District.
• SIMON, HEINRICH, Reichshauptamtsleiter, SA Brigadeführer, München 22, Maximilianstrasse 15. 22nd Electoral District.
• DR. phil. SUCHENWIRTH, RICHARD, Professor, SA Oberführer, Hochschuldirektor, München-Pasing, Bismarckstrasse 20. Austrian Member.
• TRAEG, GEORG, Acting Gauleiter, Leader of the Reich Propaganda Office Schwaben, Augsburg, Neidhartstrasse 9. 24th Electoral District. (p. 30)
• WÄCHTLER, FRITZ, Gauleiter, Reichshauptamtsleiter, Bayreuth, Parsifalstrasse 2. 25th Electoral District. (p. 31)
• WAGNER, ADOLF, Bavarian State Minister of the Interior, Gauleiter, München 22, Kaulbachstrasse 15. 24th Electoral District.
• WAHL, KARL, Gauleiter and Regierungspräsident (RB President), Augsburg, Gunterstrasse 6, 24th Election District.
• WANGENHEIM, ALEXANDER, FREIHERR VON, Farmer, Sachrang, (Oberbayern), Chiemgau. 2nd Electoral District.
• WEBER, CHRISTIAN, Stadtrat, Kreistagspräsident, München 2. Residenz (Kaiserhof). 28th Electoral District.
• WETTSCHURECK, WILHELM, Gauobmann der Deutschen Arbeitsfront (German Labor Front), München 5, Auenstrasse 2. 24th Electoral District.
• WOWERIES, FRANZ HERMANN, Reichsamtsleiter, Editor, München 55, Kurparkstrasse 8. 19th Electoral District.
• WURZBACHER, PHILIPP, SA Brigadeführer, Schwarzenbruck Nr. 26, Post Ochenbruck bei Nürnberg. 26th Electroal District.
• ZAHNEISEN, LORENZ, Kreisleiter, SA Brigadeführer, Oberbürgermeister (Lord Mayor) of Bamberg, Bamberg, Herzog-Max-Strasse 16. 26th Electoral District.
• ZIMMERMANN, HANS, Kreisleiter, Verwaltungsdirektor, Nürnberg, Mögeldorfer Hauptstrasse 49. 26th Electoral District.

The Reich Governors (Reichsstatthalter) (p. 32)

RB Presidents (Regierungspräsidenten): Bavaria
• Ansbach: DIPPOLD
• Augsburg: WAHL
• München: GAREIS
• Regensburg: Dr. WIMMER. (ordered to The Hague. Acting: VON GÄSSLER
• Würzburg: Dr. HELLMUTH (p. 32)

REICH MINISTRY OF THE INTERIOR (p. 36)

Disciplinary Courts for Civil Servants (Dienststrafkammern)
München: in the office of the RB President. Administrative Senate. For the Land of Bavaria with the Exception of the RB Pfalz.
Chairman: Oberverwaltungsgerichtsrat BRAUN.

Branch Agencies for Men of the Reich Labor Service (p. 39)
Labor Gau XXVIII (Franken): Würzburg, Rennweg 1. Leader: Generalarbeitsführer Dr. HENRICI.
Labor Gau XXIX (Bayern-Ostmark): Regensburg, Weissenburgstrasse 5. Leader: Generalarbeitsführer RIESTER.
Branch Agencies of the Reich Labor Service for Girls
District XIX (Franken): Würzburg, Neutorstrasse 12. Leader: Stabshauptführerin KRUMEY.

Reich Office Technische Nothilfe (Office for the Emergency Operation of Utilities)
Provincial Offices (Landesstellen): (p. 40)
Bayern-Süd: München 23, Leopoldstrasse 61. Phone 362257. District Leader: DÜLL.

German Municipal League (Deutscher Gemeindetag):
State Agencies of the German Municipal League (Landesdienststellen):

Academy for German Law -- see under Reich Ministry of Justice.

Reich Chamber of Physicians (Reichsärztekammer)
München 2, Karlstrasse 21. Phone 58934.
The Reich Chamber of Physicians was founded by the law of 13 December 1935 concerning the organization of the Reich physicians (Reichsgesetzblatt I, p. 1433). It is the professional representative body of German physicians. It is a corporation registered under public law.
Reich Physicians’ Leader: Dr. LEONARDO CONTI
Acting Leader: Dr. KURT BLOME, Berlin.

Bavarian Chamber of Physicians:
München 2, Briennerstrasse 11 (Haus der Deutschen Ärzte). Leader: Dr. HANS HEINRICH HARRFELDT, München.

Reich Chamber of Veterinarians (Reichstierärztekammer)
Bavaria: Leader: Regierungsveterinararzt Dr. JULIUS BUCHMILLER, Starnberg am See (p. 41)

Reich Chamber of Pharmacists (Reichsapothekerkammer)
Bavaria: München, Herzog-Heinrich-Strasse 20. Leader: FRANZ KAUFMANN.

German Red Cross (Deutsches Rotes Kreuz -- DRK) (p. 42)
Provincial Agency (Landesstelle) VII: München 22, Wagmüllerstrasse 16. DRK Generalhauptführer SS Brigadeführer Ministerialdirektor Prof. Dr. SCHULTZE.

REICH MINISTRY OF FINANCE (Reichsfinanzministerium)

Chief Finance President (Oberfinanzpräsident) München
München, Arnulfstrasse 92. Telephone 55901; Post Check 22704. (p. 47)
Chief Finance President: WEISENSEE.
Personnel and Administration Section: Leader: Oberfinanzpräsident WEISENSEE.
Local Tax Section: Leader: Prof. RAUCH, Finanzpräsident.
Branch Agencies: Augsburg, Landshut, München.
Government Main Treasuries: Augsburg, Landshut, München.

State Revenue Offices (Finanzämter): Aichach, Augsburg-Stadt, Augsburg-Land, Bad Tölz, Berchtesgaden, Burghausen (Oberbayern), Dachau, Deggendorf, Dillingen a.d. Donau, Dingolfing, Donauwörth, Ebersberg, Eggenfelden, Erding, Freising, Freyung (v. Wald), Friedberg (b. Augsburg), Fürstenfeldbruck, Füssen, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Griesbach (Rottal), Günzburg, Illertissen, Immenstadt, Ingolstadt, Kaufbeuren, Kelheim, Kempten (Allgäu), Kötzting, Krummbach (Schwaben), Landau a.d. Isar, Landsberg (Lech), Landshut (Bayern), Laufen (Oberbayern), Lauingen (Donau), Lindau (Bodensee), Mallersdorf, Markt Oberdorf, Memmingen, Miesbach, Mindelheim, Mühldorf (Oberbayern), München für Körperschaften (for Corporations), München-North, München-East, München-South, München-West, München Central State Revenue Office, München-Land, Neuburg a.d. Donau, Neustadt a.d. Donau, Neu-Ulm (Donau), Nördlingen, Ottobeuren, Passau, Pfaffenhofen a.d. Ilm, Pfarrkirchen, Rosenheim, Schönberg (Niederbayern), Schongau, Schrobenhausen, Schwabmünchen, Simbach a. Inn, Starnberg, Straubing, Traunstein, Viechtach, Vilsbiburg, Vilshofen (Niederbayern), Wasserburg a. Inn, Weilheim (Oberbayern), Wertingen, Wolfratshausen.

Customs Section: Leader: ANDREAS MÜLLER, Finanzpräsident.

Agency for the Examination of Technical Customs Problems (Zolltechnische Prüfungsanstalt): München.

Past-due Customs Payments Agency (Zollfahndungsstelle): München

Main Customs Offices: (Hauptzollämter)
Augsburg, Landshut (Bayern), Lindau (Bodensee), Memmingen, München-Landsberger Strasse, München-Ostbahnhof, München-Schwantacher Strasse, Passau, Rosenheim.

Customs Offices (Zollämter):
Augsburg (Hochbahnhof), Bad Reichenhall, Bad Tölz, Berchtesgaden, Burghausen, Dachau, Deggendorf, Donauwörth, Dorfen, Erding, Freising, Füssen, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Haag (Oberbayern), Immenstadt, Ingolstadt, Kaufbeuren, Kempten, Kötzting, Landsberg (Lech), Lindau-Hafen (Branch Customs Office), Lindau-Reutin, Lindenberg, Miesbach, Mühldorf, München-Grossmarkthalle, München-Post, München-Hauptbahnhof (Branch Customs Office), München-Flughafen (Riem), München-Südbahnhof, München-Pasing, München-Schwabing-Bahnhof, Neu-Ulm, Nördlingen, Passau-Donaulände, Passau-Bahnhof (Branch Customs Office), Pfaffenhofen, Simbach, Schrobenhausen, Straubing, Traunstein, Vilshofen, Wasserburg, Zwiesel.

President of the Finance Court: Dr. FRIESLEBEN.
Main Fiscal Treasury: München
Reich Building Offices: München, Passau
Reich Finance School Herrsching: immediately subordinate to the Reich Finance Minister.

Chief Finance President Nürnberg (p. 48)
Nürnberg-N., Krelingstrasse 50; Telephone 28271.
Chief Finance President: ZERAHN.
Personnel and Administrative Section: Group Leader: Regierungsdirektor Dr. HÜLLER.
Local Tax Section: Leader: Finanzpräsident PAECH.
Customs Section: Leader: (Position at present vacant)
Section for the Processing of Appeals on the Grounds of Property and Traffic Taxes (Abteilung für die Bearbeitung von Anfechtungssachen auf dem Gebiet der Besitz- und Verkehrsteuern):
Leader: Finanzgerichtspräsident WALCH.


Main Fiscal Treasury: Nürnberg, Krelingstrasse 50.

Agency for the Examination of Technical Customs Questions of the Reich Fiscal Administration: Nürnberg, Krelingstrasse 50.

Local Offices: **State Revenue Offices** (Finanzämter):
- Amberg (Oberpfalz), Ansbach, Bamberg-Stadt, Bamberg-Land, Bayreuth, Beilngries, Cham (Oberpfalz), Coburg, Dinkelsbühl, Eichstätt, Erlangen, Feuchtwangen, Forchheim (Bayern), Fürth (Bayern), Gunzenhausen, Hersbruck, Hilpoltstein (Mittelfranken), Höchstadt (Aisch), Hof (Saale), Kemnath-Stadt, Kronach, Kulmbach, Lichtenberg (Oberpfalz), Lichtenfels, München (Oberfranken), Neumarkt (Oberpfalz), Neunburg vorm Wald, Neustadt (Aisch), Nürnberg Augustinerstrasse (Augustinerstrasse 2), Nürnberg-Nord (Kobergerstrasse 70), Nürnberg-Ost (Sandstrasse 20), Nürnberg-West (Camerariusstrasse 7), Pegnitz, Regensburg-Stadt, Regensburg-Land, Riedenburg, Rothenburg ob der Tauber, Schwabach, Schwandorf (Bayern), Selb, Tirschenreuth, Uffenheim, Vohenstrauss, Waldmünchen, Waldsassen, Weiden (Oberpfalz), Weissenburg (Bayern), Wunsiedel.

**Customs Agencies** (Zolldienststellen)

**Main Customs Office (Hauptzollamt): Bamberg**

**Customs Offices** (Zollämter): Coburg, Forchheim, Kronach, Lichtenfels, Staffelstein.

**Main Customs Office: Fürth** (Bayern)

**Customs Offices:** Ansbach, Erlangen, Neustadt (Aisch), Rothenburg ob der Tauber, Weissenburg (Bayern).

**Main Customs Office: Hof** (Saale)

**Customs Offices:** Bahnhof Hof, Kulmbach, Münchberg, Selb, Wunsiedel.

**Main Customs Office: Nürnberg** (Zollhof 6)

**Customs Offices:** Bayreuth, Neumarkt (Oberpfalz), Roth bei Nürnberg, Schwabach, Nürnberg Flughafen (Airport) (Branch Customs Office)

**Main Customs Office: Regensburg**

**Customs Offices:** Cham (Oberpfalz), Regensburg-Hafen.

**Main Customs Office: Waldsassen**

**Customs Offices:** Amberg (Oberpfalz), Marktredwitz, Neunburg vorm Wald, Tirschenreuth, Weiden (Oberpfalz).


Reich Finance School Wöllershof -- immediately subordinate to the Reich Finance Minister.

**Reich Finance Court in Munich** (Reichsfinanzhof zu München)

Ismaningerstrasse 109; Telephone: 480255/6

The Reich Finance Court is the supreme court in Reich tax matters.

In final appeal proceedings it hands down decisions in cases especially referred to it by law.

The Senate of the Reich Finance Court, composed of five members, including the chairman, de-
cides in legal complaint cases. At the final vote the case is decided by the votes of at least three members, including the chairman.

The Reich Finance Court is the supreme authority in respect to real property taxes, in so far as the taxes are administered by state offices and Oberfinanzpräsidenten (Chief Finance Presidents). In addition, upon application of a Land (state) government, the Reich Finance Minister can designate the Reich Finance Court as the supreme court for the taxes of the states (Länder), communes, communal associations and religious societies.

President: MITTE, Privy Councillor (Geheimer Regierungsrat)

President of the Senate: Dr. SCHMITTMANN, BODENSTEIN, Dr. HÜBSCHMANN, Dr. VEIEL, ZÜLOW.

Judges: Dr. ANSORGE, BANDOW, CANNABICH, Dr. DESBALMES, Dr. ENGELHARDT, FLEISCHMANN, FRANKEN, Dr. HAAG, HAMPE, HARZMANN, HEPP, HORNER, KAMMERMEIER, Dr. KOCH, Dr. KRAFT, Dr. KRAPPE, Dr. KUEHN, KUNST, LADEMANN, MARQUARDT, MICHELS, Dr. MÜLLER, Dr. PIEHLER, PROBST, PRUGGER, RAPS, Dr. SCHEFOLD, Dr. SCHLECHT, SÖLCH, STREITEL, Dr. STUTZER, VIERNSTEIN, Dr. WAHL, WITTING, Dr. ZEISSLIG, Dr. ZIENERT. (p. 51)

REICH MINISTRY OF ECONOMICS (Reichswirtschaftsministerium)

Reich Contract Allocation Office for Public Enterprises (Reichsausgleichsstelle für öffentliche Aufträge) (p. 53)

The Reich Contract Allocation Office was founded, in agreement with the state governments, through a decree of the Reich Minister of Economics of 14 June 1934 (1 A 15163/34), in place of the former Contract Allocation Office of the Länder (States). It participates in the order distribution of public enterprises, especially of central Reich orders. In the fulfillment of its tasks, the Reich Contract Allocation Office employs the District Contract Allocation Offices (Bezirkssausgleichstellen) attached to the Economic Chambers.

The Reich Contract Allocation Office is connected with the Reich Ministry of Economics by means of reports.

Leader: Dr. GOTTHARDT, Ministerial Councillor in the Reich Ministry of Economics.

District Contract Allocation Offices: (p. 53)

Bavaria: München 2, Maximiliansplatz 8 III; Telephone: 55334 (p. 54)

Foreign Exchange Control Offices (Devisenstellen)

München: München, Arcostrasse 2, Telephone: 597931
Nürnberg: Nürnberg-S., Bogenstrasse 31, Telephone: 42791
Würzburg: Würzburg, Ludwigstrasse 10, Telephone 2568

State Economic Offices (Landeswirtschaftsämter)

Sphere of Duties: Uniform execution an direction of all economic affairs ordered by the General Plenipotentiary for Economic Affairs, the Supreme Reich Authorities and the agencies authorized by them.


Territory: Land Bayern (RB Oberbayern and Schwaben except the Kreis of Nördlingen, RB Niederbayern-Oberpfalz--the Kreise of Dingolfing, Egggenfelden, Griesbach, Landau a.I., Landshut, Mainburg, Mallersdorf, Pfarrkirchen, Rottenburg, Vilsbiburg, and Vilshofen; the Kreis of Eichstätt of the RB Mittelfranken. (p. 54)
**Nürnberg/Fürth:** RB President (Regierungspräsident)--State Economic Office; Fürth/Bayern, Hornschuchpromenade 6; Telephone: 70421

**Territory:** Land Bayern (the RB of Oberfranken-Mittelfranken with the exception of the Kreis of Eichstätt; the RB Mainfranken with the exception of the Kreise of Alzenau, Aschaffenburg, Miltenberg and Obernburg; the RB Niederbayern-Oberpfalz with the exception of the Kreise of Dingolfing, Eggenfelden, Griesbach, Landau a.I., Landshut, Mainburg, Mallersdorf, Pfarrkirchen, Rottenburg, Vilsbiburg and Vilshofen; and the RB of Schwaben--the Kreis of Nördlingen only; the Kreis of Sonneberg from the Land of Thüringen; the Kreise of Buchen and Tauberbischofsheim from the Land of Baden; the Kreise of Crailsheim, Künzelsau and Mergentheim from the Land of Württemberg. (p. 55)

**Foreign Trade Offices (Aussenhandelsstellen)**

**Nordbayern and Südthüringen:** Nürnberg W., Fürtherstrasse 2, Telephone 63141.

**Area:** Chambers of Industry and Commerce of Bayreuth, Coburg, Nürnberg, Regensburg, Sonneberg (Thüringen), Würzburg (except the districts of the Chamber of Commerce Members Aschaffenburg and Miltenberg)

**Leader:** Dr. PENNER

**Südbayern:** München 43, Maximiliansplatz 7, Telephone 52621.

**Area:** Chambers of Industry and Commerce of Augsburg, München and Passau.

**Leader:** Dr. EISWALDT (p. 56)

**State Bank Supervision**

On the basis of the law concerning state banks of 16 October 1935 (Reichsgesetzblatt I, p. 1247), the Reich Minister of Economics took over the supervision of the following State Banks: Bayerische Staatsbank, München (The immediate supervision has since reverted to the State government).

**German Union of Savings Banks and Clearing Houses:**

(Deutscher Sparkassen- und Giroverband)


**Union Chairman:** KARL FIEHLER, Reichsleiter, Oberbürgermeister (Lord Mayor) (p. 58)

---

**REICH MINISTRY OF LABOR (Reichsarbeitsministerium)**

The Reich Ministry of Labor handles the Reich and Prussian duties in the field of labor law, labor protection and industrial inspection (including industrial hygiene and medical industrial supervision), social welfare and loan policy, labor supply, professional training supervision, labor procurement, unemployment relief and social statistics, Reich insurance, public assistance to unemployables, labor welfare and special measures for the under-privileged, pensions and benefits for disabled war veterans, war widows and orphans and related groups as well as other social projects. (The duties of Reich welfare have been delegated to the OKW (Supreme Command of the Armed Forces) during the duration of the present special use of the armed forces).

**Reich Labor Trustees** (Reichstreuhänder der Arbeit) (p. 61)


**Special Trustees of Home Labor** (Sondertreuhänder der Heimarbeit)

For German basket manufacturing, except green basket-ware, including the manufacture and further processing of with-and wickerware; for the production of shoe goods, house shoes,
wooden shoes, puttees and special shoe-parts, including wooden shoes with leather parts and rubber shoes in the territory of Germany; for the German tin-foil industry; and for the **Leonische Industry** in the Economic Districts of Bayern, Sachsen, Südwestdeutschland, Brandenburg, and Sudetenland. (p. 61)

**Special Trustee of Home Labor:** Regierungsrat HARTMANN
Office: München 23, Trautenwolfstrasse 4, Telephone: 35958/59 (p. 61)

**Authorities and Agencies of the Reich Welfare Organization:**
(Hauptversorgungsortämter und Versorgungsortämter)
Main Welfare Offices and Welfare Offices:

**Main Welfare Office Bayern:**
München, Barerstrasse 38/40; Telephone: 27221

**Area:** Land Bayern except the Landkreise of Illertissen and Ulm (see Main Welfare Office Südwestdeutschland at Karlsruhe) and Reichsgau Tirol with Vorarlberg and Salzburg.
Director: GUSTAV CHRISTOPH.

**Welfare Offices:** Augsburg, Bayreuth, Innsbruck (with a Branch Office at Salzburg), Landau i.d. Pfalz, Landshut, München-Stadt, München-Land, Nürnberg, Regensburg, Würzburg.

**Orthopaedic Welfare Offices:** München, Nürnberg, Würzburg.

**Welfare Medical Investigating Offices:** München, Würzburg.

**Welfare Spa:** Bad Kissingen. (p. 62)

**Reich Labor Court, District Labor Courts and Labor Courts** (Reichsarbeitsgericht, Landesarbeits- und Arbeitsgerichte) (p. 63)

**Bavaria:**

**Court of Appeals** (Oberlandesgericht): **Bamberg**
District Labor Court: Bamberg, Würzburg
Labor Courts: Aschaffenburg, Bad Kissingen, Bad Neustadt (Saale), Forchheim, Hassfurt, Hof, Karlstadt, Kitzingen, Kronach, Kulmbach, Lichtenfels, Lohr, Miltenberg, Obernburg, Ochsenfurt, Pegnitz, Schweinfurt, Selb, Würzburg, Wunsiedel.

**Court of Appeals** (Oberlandesgericht): **Nürnberg**
District Labor Court: Bamberg, Würzburg

**Court of Appeals** (Oberlandesgericht): **München**
District Labor Court: Augsburg, München
Nördlingen, Passau, Pfaffenhofen, Pfarrkirchen, Regen, Reichenhall, Rosenheim, Schrobenhausen, Simbach, Tölz, Traunstein, Trostberg, Vilshofen, Weilheim, Weißenburg i. Bayern (p. 63)

Supervision of Subordinate Government Bodies, Agencies, Associations and the Like. (p. 64)

Bavarian State Labor Office: München NO 34, Schackstrasse 2, Telephone: 36097 (p. 65)
Area: RB Oberbayern; RB Schwaben, except the Comunes Gundelsheim, Möhren and Zwerchstrass of the Landkreis Donauwörth; RB Niederbayern-Oberpfalz--Landkreis Mainburg, Landkreis Riedenburg except the city of Dietfurt and the Comunes of Eutenhofen, Gimpertshausen, Griesstetten, Hainsberg, Mallerstetten, Mühlbach, Premerzhofen, Staadorf, Unterbürg and Wildenstein; RB Oberfranken-Mittelfranken--Landkreis Eichstätt only.
President: Dr. WENDE.

Area: Of the Land Bayern: RB Mainfranken; RB Oberfranken-Mittelfranken, except Landkreis Eichstätt; RB Niederbayern-Oberpfalz, except Landkreis Mainburg and Landkreis Riedenburg, however including the city of Dietfurt and the Comunes of Eutenhofen, Gimpertshausen, Griesstetten, Hainsberg, Mallerstetten, Mühlbach, Premerzhofen, Staadorf, Unterbürg and Wildenstein; RB Schwaben--the Comunes of Gundelsheim, Möhren and Zwerchstrass of the Landkreis Donauwörth, of the Land Thüringen, the exclaves of the Landkreis Meiningen--the city Ostheim v. d. Rhön and the Comunes Sondheim v. d. Rhön, Stetten and Urspringen.
Leader: Regierungsdirektor RITTER.

Reich Insurance Office (Reichsversicherungsamt) (p. 65)
Reich Insurance Institute for Employees
(Reichsversicherungsanstalt für Angestellte)
Committees for Employee Insurance are constituted by the Insurance Offices München … Nürnberg … Regensburg.
Chambers for Employee Insurance are included in the Main Insurance Office … München, Nürnberg.
Councilors:
Insured Persons:
SCHMITT, Business Assistant in München
Reich Mining Insurance (Reichsknappschaft)
Administrative Agencies (Verwaltungsstellen)
South German Mining Association: München 13, Georgenstrasse 10, Telephone 31414, 80994
Administrative Leader: PEPPLER (p. 66)

REICH MINISTRY OF JUSTICE (Reichsjustizministerium) (p. 67)
Courts of Appeals with the subordinate District and Local Courts (Oberlandesgerichte mit den unterstellten Land- und Amtsgerichten)
Court of Appeal Bamberg: Wilhelmplatz 1, Telephone: 2301
President: Dr. DURIG (to which are subordinated 7 District Courts and 57 Local Courts, in addition 56 Hereditary Peasant Lands’ Courts (Anerbengerichte), 7 Eugenics Courts (Erbgesundheitsgerichte), 15 Debt Liberation Offices (Entschuldungsämter). 1,641,590 people under the court’s jurisdiction.

District Court: Bamberg
Local Courts: Bamberg, Ebermannstadt, Ebern, Eltmann, Forchheim (Oberfranken), Hassfurt, Höchstadt (Aisch), Hofheim (Mainfranken), Staffelstein.

District Court: Bayreuth
Local Courts: Bayreuth, Berneck (Fichtelgebirge), Hollfeld, Kulmbach, Pegnitz, Pottenstein (Oberfranken), Stadtsteinach.

District Court: Coburg
Local Courts: Coburg, Kronach, Lichtenfels, Ludwigsstadt, Neustadt (near Coburg), Rodach (near Coburg), Weismain.

District Court: Hof (Saale)
Local Courts: Hof (Saale), Kirchenlamitz, Münchberg (Oberfranken), Naila, Rehau, Selb, Wunsiedel.

District Court: Aschaffenburg
Local Courts: Alzenau (Mainfranken), Aschaffenburg, Lohr (Main), Marktheidenfeld, Miltenberg, Obernburg, Schöllkrippen. (p. 69)

District Court: Schweinfurt
Local Courts: Bad Kissingen, Bad Neustadt (Saale), Bischofsheim v.d. Rhön, Gerolzhofen, Hammelburg, Königshofen i. Grabfeld, Melleichstadt, Münnerstadt, Schweinfurt, Volkach.

District Court: Würzburg
Local Courts: Arnstein (Mainfranken), Aub, Brückenau (Mainfranken), Dettelbach, Gemünden (Main), Karlstadt, Kitzingen, Ochsenfurt, Scheinfeld, Würzburg. (p. 69)

Court of Appeal München: Elisenstrasse 1a, Telephone: 57801. (p. 71)
President: Dr. ALFRED DÜRR (to which are subordinated 10 District Courts and 102 Local Courts; also 102 Hereditary Peasants’ Lands’ Courts, 9 Eugenics Courts, 19 Debt Liberation Offices). 3,458,565 people subject to the jurisdiction of the court.

District Court: München I
Local Courts: München.

District Court: München II

District Court: Traunstein
District Court: Deggendorf—with branch at Bergreichenstein

District Court: Landshut

District Court: Passau
Local Courts: Freyung, Griesbach, Passau, Pfarrkirchen, Rottalmünster, Simbach, Vilshofen, Waldkirchen, Wegscheid.

District Court: Augsburg

District Court: Kempten
Local Courts: Füssen, Immenstadt, Kaufbeuren, Kempten, Lindau (Bodensee), Markt Oberdorf, Obergünzburg, Schongau, Sonthofen, Weiler-Lindenberg.

District Court: Memmingen
Local Courts: Buchloe, Günzburg, Illertissen, Krumbach, Memmingen, Mindelheim, Neu-Ulm, Türkheim, Weissenhorn.

District Court: Eichstätt
Local Courts: Beilngries, Eichstätt, Greding, Ingolstadt, Kipfenberg, Monheim, Weissenburg in Bayern.

Court of Appeals (Oberlandesgericht) Nürnberg: Fürther Strasse. Telephone 61241 and 60383. (p. 71)
President: DÖBIG (to which are subordinated 5 District Courts and 57 Local Courts, also 57 Hereditary Peasants’ Lands’ Courts, 6 Eugenics Courts, 12 Debt Liberation Offices). 1,747,208 people subject to the jurisdiction of the court.

District Court: Amberg

District Court: Ansbach

District Court: Nürnberg-Fürth

District Court: Regensburg
Local Courts: Abensberg, Bogen, Burglengenfeld, Hemau, Kelheim, Kötzting, Mitterfels, Neu-

**District Court: Weiden**  
**Local Courts:** Auerbach, Eschenbach, Kemnath, Neustadt a. Waldnaab, Oberviechtach, Tirschenreuth, Vilseck, Vohenstrauss, Waldsassen, Weiden. (p. 71)

**Reich Lawyers’ Chambers** (Reichs-Rechtsanwaltskammer) (p. 72)  
- **Bamberg:** Bamberg, Adolf-Hitler-Strasse 13. President: Justizrat Dr. AUGUST STOLL.  
- **München:** München, Elisenstrasse 2a. President: Justizrat Dr. FERDINAND MÖSSMER. (p. 72)  
- **Nürnberg:** Nürnberg W 32, Abholfach. President: Reichsanwalt GOTTFRIED BIEMÜLLER. (p. 73)

**Notaries’ Treasury** (Notarkasse)  
München 22, Odeonsplatz 1; Telephone 2966637.  
The Notaries’ Treasury was founded on the basis of paragraph 84, section III of the Reich Notaries’ Ordinance (Reichsgesetzblatt Nr. 19/37) for the covering and insuring of the responsibilities of the notaries’ profession. It is an agency of public law with the rights of a juridical person. President: Notar Justizrat HELMUTH SCHIECK, München  
General Manager: Notar Dr. WILHELM REISS, München, and Amtmann JOSEF LUTZ, München.

**REICH POSTAL MINISTRY** (Reichspostministerium) (p. 73)  
**Reich Postal Directorates** (Reichspostdirektionen) (p. 74)  
**Augsburg:**  
For the RB Schwaben, and the Stadtkreis Ingolstadt and the Landkreis Aichach, Friedberg (b. Augsburg), Ingolstadt, Landsberg (Lech), Schongau and Schrobenhausen of the RB Oberbayern (Area: 12614.21 sq. km; Population 1,118,849). President: Dipl.-Ing. SIMM.

**Bamberg:**  
For the Stadtkreise Bamberg, Bayreuth, Coburg, Hof (Saale) and the Landkreise Bamberg, Bayreuth, Coburg, Ebermannstadt, Forchheim (Oberfranken), Höchstadt (Aisch), Hof (Saale), Kronach, Kulmbach, Lichtenfels, Münchenberg (Oberfranken), Nailsa, Peginitz, Rehau, Stadtsteinach, Staffelstein, Wunsiedel of the RB Oberfranken-Mittelfranken. (Area: 7340.81 sq. km; Population: 791,069). President: ISSERMANN. (p. 74)

**Landshut** (Bayern):  
For the RB Niederbayern-Oberpfalz (p. 75) (except the Kreise belonging to the Reich Postal Directorate Districts Regensburg and München), and the Landkreise Altötting, Erding, Freising, Mühldorf (Oberbayern) and Wasserburg (Inn) of the RB Oberbayern (Area: 13,196.29 sq. km.; Population: 923,988). Leader: Präsident Dipl.-Ing. NIKLAS.

**München:**  
For the RB Oberbayern (except the Kreise belonging to the Reich Postal Directorate Districts Augsburg and Landshut) and the Landkreis Mainburg of the RB Niederbayern-Oberpfalz. (Area: 10,692.90 sq. km.; Population 1,529,180). President: LUDWIG WEISS.  
In München is also located the **Postal Bus Group Leadership "South"** (Kraftpostgruppenleitung Süd) for the Reich Postal Directorate Districts of Augsburg, Bamberg, Karlsbad, Landshut (Bayern), München, Nürnberg, Regensburg and Würzburg. Leader: Section President Dipl.-Ing. DÜRR.
There is also found in München the **Railway Postal Group Leadership "South"** (Bahnpostgruppenleitung Süd) for the Reich Postal Directorate Districts: Augsburg, Bamberg, Landshut (Bayern), München, Nürnberg, Regensburg, Würzburg, Innsbruck (for the territory west of the railway line Kufstein-Brenner--these two places included) and Karlsbad (for the territory west and southwest of the railway line Eger-Tuschkau-Kosolup-Pilsen--these places included, except Eger and Pilsen). Leader: Section President Dr. EICHHORN.

**Nürnberg:**
For the RB Oberfranken-Mittelfranken (except the Kreise belonging to the Reich Postal Directorate District Bamberg. (Area: 7,978.73 sq. km.; Population: 1,104,135). Leader: Präsident Dipl.-Ing. RÖDER.

**Regensburg:**
For the Stadtkreise Amberg (Oberpfalz), Regensburg, Straubing, Weiden (Oberpfalz), the Landkreise Amberg (Oberpfalz), Beilngries, Bogen, Burglengenfeld, Cham (Oberpfalz), Eschenbach (Oberpfalz), Kelheim, Kennnath, Kötzting, Nabburg, Neumark (Oberpfalz), Neunburg vorm Wald, Neustadt (Waldhaab), Oberviechtach, Parsberg, Regensburg, Riedenburg, Roding, Straubing, Sulzbach-Rosenberg, Tirschenreuth, Vohenstrauss and Waldmünchen, as well as in part Deggendorf, Dingolfing, Markt Eisenstein, Rottenburg, and Viechtach of the RB Niederbayern-Oberpfalz, also partly the Landkreise Ingolstadt and Pfaffenhofen (Ilm) of the RB Oberbayern (Area: 12,067.45 sq. km; Population: 865,670). President: (at present vacant).

**Würzburg:**
For the RB Mainfranken. (Area: 8511.00 sq. km.; Population: 846,304). President: Dipl.-Ing. SCHERER.

---

**REICH MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION (Reichsverkehrsministerium)**

**Plenipotentiaries for Suburban Transport** (Bevollmächtigte für den Nahverkehr) (p. 78)
State Ministry of the Interior, Plenipotentiary for Suburban Transport, **Fürth** in Bayern, Adolf-Hitler-Strasse 22. Phone 70221.

**State Railway Directorates** (Reichsbahndirektionen)

  **President**: Dr. HELLMANN.
  **Operations Offices** (Betriebsämter): Augsburg 1, Augsburg 2, Bludenz, Donauwörth, Innsbruck 2, Kempten (Allgäu), Lindau (Bodensee), Memmingen, Neu-Ulm.
  **Machine Offices** (Maschinenämter): Augsburg, Feldkirch, Kempten (Allgäu)
  **Construction Offices** (Neubauämter): Augsburg, Bludenz, Donauwörth.
  **Surveying Office** (Vermessungsamt): Augsburg. (p. 76)

**München**, Arnulfstrasse 32. Telephone 5793.
  **President**: GOLLWITZER.
  **Operations Offices**: Ingolstadt, Innsbruck 1, Mühldorf, München 1-5, Rosenheim, Salzburg 2.
  **Machine Offices**: Ingolstadt, Innsbruck, München 1-4, Rosenheim.
  **Construction Offices**: Innsbruck, Kufstein, Mühldorf, München.
  **Traffic Offices**: Innsbruck, München 1-3, Rosenheim.
  **Surveying Office**: München 1.
Nürnberg. Sandstrasse 38-40. Telephone: 2829. (p. 78)

President: Dr. GEYER.


Machine Offices: Aschaffenburg, Bamberg, Nürnberg 1, 2, Würzburg.

Construction Offices: Nürnberg 1, 2, Nürnberg (Above-ground Construction--Hochbau), Würzburg.

Traffic Offices: Aschaffenburg, Bamberg, Nürnberg 1, 2, Würzburg.

Surveying Office: Nürnberg


President: Dr. WEHRMANN.


Traffic Offices: Eger, Hof, Passau, Regensburg.

Surveying Office: Regensburg.

Construction Offices: Hof, Regensburg.

State Railways Central Offices (Reichsbahnzentralämter)

State Railways Central Office München: München, Arnulfstrasse 19. Telephone 5793; Postal Check: München 5324.

Office Leader: MAYRWIESER, President of the State Railways Central Office (Reichsbahndirektions-Präsident)

Technical Building Section (Bautechnische Abteilung): Leader: Prof. HELLENTHAL, Vizepräsident.


Electrified Trains Building and Purchase Section (Triebwagen Bau- und Einkaufsabteilung): Leader: TASCHINGER, Abteilungspräsident.

General Purchasing and Accounting Section (Allgemeine Einkaufs- und Rechnungsabteilung): Leader: MÜHL, Abteilungspräsident.

Electro-Technical Research Office (Elektrotechnisches Versuchsamt) München-Freimann: Leader: Dr.-Ing. KASPEROWSKI, Reichsbahnrat. (p. 78)

Purchasing Bureau of the State Railways Central Office München

Electric Cars, Self-Powered Cars, River-Going Vessels, (p. 79) Railway Motor-Cars, Powered Implements of all kinds.


Coal from the right of the Rhine.


The Managing Directorates for the Procurement of Printed Materials, Writing and Drawing Materials. These are located in … München … Allocation of printing orders, procurement of writing and drawing materials.

Purchasing Competence of the State Railway Directorates Acetylene, Faucet Lubricants, Toilet Paper, Decontamination Oil, Sandpaper, Rock Salt, All Building Materials, Gravel and other Construction Materials, all materials for Electrical Installations with the exception of telegraph poles, Hemp Belts and various implements. For smaller procurement orders there are smaller repair shops and offices to which the Reichsbahn Directorates have delegated authority.

---

REICH MINISTRY FOR FOOD AND AGRICULTURE (Reichsministerium für Ernährung und Landwirtschaft)

 Authorities for the Furthering of Agricultural Debt Payments in the Eastern Section of Germany (Behörden zur Durchführung der landwirtschaftlichen Entschuldung im Rahmen der Osthilfe)

 Chief Finance President (Oberfinanzpräsident) State Agency (Landesstelle) München: München, Nymphenburger Strasse 124. (p. 81)

---

REICH MINISTRY FOR PUBLIC ENLIGHTENMENT AND PROPAGANDA (Reichsministerium für Volksaufklärung und Propaganda)

 Reich Propaganda Offices of the Reich Ministry for Public Enlightenment and Propaganda (p. 84)

- **Franken**: Nürnberg O., Schlageterplatz 5, Telephone 25651/52.
- **Mainfranken**: Würzburg, Adolf-Hitler-Strasse 24. Telephone: 2257, 2250, 2258. (p. 84)
- **München-Oberbayern**: München 2, Theatinerstrasse 23. Telephone 11331. (p. 85)
- **Schwaben**: Augsburg, Schmiedberg 4. Telephone: 6644.
Provincial Tourist Traffic Associations (Landesfremdenverkehrsverbände)

- München and South Bavaria: München 2, Luisenstrasse 11. Telephone 57892, 57893. Business Manager: Dr. WALTER STEINBAUER.
- Nürnberg and North Bavaria: Nürnberg, Hauptbahnhof (Main Railway Station): Telephone 22991. Leader: Oberbürgermeister (Lord Mayor) WILLY LIEBEL.

Reich Chamber of Pictorial Art (Reichskammer der bildenden Künste) (Berlin) (p. 88)
President: Professor ADOLF ZIEGLER, München.
Vice Presidents: … Professor LEONHARD GALL, München.
Professional Groups: Architects, Garden Planners, Painters and Engravers, Sculptors (Professional Artists), Copyists, Draftsmen and Designers, Art Collectors and Dealers, Art Auctioneers, Art and Artists’ Associations.

Reich Theater Chamber (Reichstheaterkammer) (p. 88)

German Stage Craft Association (Deutsche bühnentechnische Gesellschaft e.V.). München.
Kolberger Strasse 33. Chairman: Prof. ADOLF LINNEBACH. (p. 89)

Reich Film Chamber (Reichsfilmkammer)


Reich Market Office (Reichsmesseamt) in Leipzig -- for the furthering of foreign trade.
Trustees’ Offices (Vertrauensstellen): For Bavaria: München 43, Maximiliansplatz 7/8; Telephone: 52621, 58614.

Reich Radio Association Ltd. (Reichsrundfunkgesellschaft m.b.H.)

REICH MINISTRY FOR SCIENCE, EDUCATION AND CULTURE (Reichsministerium für Wissenschaft, Erziehung und Volksbildung)

Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for the Advancement of Science (p. 91) (Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der Wissenschaft)
Berlin
Research Institute for Water Regulation and Waterpower (p. 92)
München, Herzog-Max-Strasse 4.
Chairman: Dipl.-Ing. ESTERER.
Corresponding Scientific Member: Dr. KIRSCHMER, o. Prof., Dresden

German Research Institute for Psychiatry (p. 93)
München, Kraepelinstrasse 2.
Administrative Council: Dr. RÜDIN, o. Prof.; Dr. JAHNEL, a.o. Prof.; Dr. SCHNEIDER, a.o. Prof.; Dr. WILLIBALD SCHOLZ, o. Prof.
OTHER SUPREME REICH AUTHORITIES (Andere Oberste Reichsbehörden): (p. 95)

**Department of Auditing (Reich): Offices for Auditing:**

- **Branch Office** (Aussenabteilung) **München:**
  - München 13, Konradstrasse 6; Telephone 360592.

  **Sphere of Duties:** Auditing of the income and expenditures of Land Bayern as well as certain Reich auditing.
  - Leader: THURN, Direktor beim Rechnungshof.
  - Deputy: CAMMERER, Ministerialrat.
  - Ministerial Councillors: CAMMERER, Dr. HOFMANN, NEHMEYER, Dr. WAGNER.
  - Bureau Manager: LÄNGLE, Regierungsrat (p. 95)

---

**GERMAN STATE BANK (Deutsche Reichsbank)**

- **Reichsbank Main Offices** (Reichsbankhauptstellen): München, Nürnberg. (p. 96)
  - **Reichsbank Offices** (Reichsbankstellen): Augsburg, Regensburg, Würzburg.
  - **Reichsbank Branch Offices** (Reichsbanknebenstellen): Amberg, Ansbach, Aschaffenburg, Bayreuth, Dillingen, Erlangen, Fürth, Ingolstadt, Kaufbeuren, Kempten, Landshut, Lindau, Marktredwitz, Memmingen, Miltenberg, Nördlingen, Ochsenfurt, Passau, Rosenheim, Schwabach, Weiden. (p. 97)
  - **Registry of Reichsbank Acceptance Offices for Bills-of-Exchange and Checks:** Neu-Ulm (Donau) (Ulm an der Donau)

---

**Public-Law Banks for the Reich**

- **GERMAN AGRICULTURAL CREDIT BANK (Deutsche Rentenbank-Kreditanstalt)**
  - Appointed from Public Institutions:
    - DEININGER, Landesbauernführer (State Farmers’ Leader of the State Farmers’ Association Bayern), München.
  - Appointed form the Reich Government: (p. 98)
    - SCHUBERTH, State Secretary in the Bavarian State Ministry of Economics, München.
    - Dr. Dr. EICHHORN, Oberregierungsrat (retired) (Bavarian Agricultural Bank), München.

---

**GENERAL INSPECTOR FOR GERMAN HIGHWAYS (Generalinspektor für das Deutsche Strassenwesen)**

- **Supreme Construction Managements of the Reich Super-Highways with Construction Departments** (Oberste Bauleitungen der Reichsautobahnen mit Bauabteilungen) (p. 102)
  - **München**, NW 2, Mailingerstrasse 33. Telephone 57931, 5800. Leader: Oberbaudirektor HAFEN.

  **Construction Offices:**
  - **Augsburg**, Holbeinstrasse 12, Telephone 4361/62. Chairman: Dipl.-Ing. E. WEBER.
  - **München 1**, Seidlstrasse 22, Telephone 55997, 53959, 53241; Chairman: Dipl.-Ing. SÖLINER.
  - **München 2**, Seidlstrasse 22, Telephone 55097, 53959, 53241; Chairman: Regierungsbau- meister A. SCHÖNBERGER.
  - **Passau**, Leopoldstrasse 9 (at present closed)
  - **Pfaffenhofen (Ilm)**, Münchener Strasse 58; Telephone 115, 169; Chairman: Regierungsbau-
meister FEIL.

- **Regensburg**, Greflingerstrasse 6; Telephone 5001; Chairman: Dipl.-Ing. Dr. KLEEMANN.
- **Salzburg**, Markus-Sittikus-Strasse 14, Telephone 1782; Chairman: Dipl.-Ing. REICHHANN.
- **Seewalchen**, Haus Nr. 54, Telephone 64/65; Chairman: Regierungsbaumeister ZIMMERMANN.
- **Straubing**, Innere Passauer Strasse 28, Telephone 224/46; Chairman: Dipl.-Ing. SCHMIDBAUER.

**Road Masters** (Strassenmeistereien): Augsburg, Holzkirchen (Oberbayern), Ingolstadt, München-Nord, München-West, Rosenheim, Siegsdorf (Oberbayern)

**Nürnberg**, Sandstrasse 34, Telephone 24741. Leader: Baudirektor SAURLER.

**Construction Offices:**

- **Bayreuth**, Opernstrasse 24, Telephone 3281; Chairman: Regierungsbaumeister KOLB.
- **Eger** (Sudetengau), Wallensteinstrasse 7; Telephone 520/21; Chairman: Regierungsbau- meister KELLNER.
- **Hilpoltstein** (Mittelfranken): Heideckerstrasse 245, Telephone 104; Chairman: Dipl.-Ing. SCHINDLER.
- **Nürnberg**, Bahnhofstrasse 15, Telephone 24741. Chairman: Bauassessor [...]UCH.

**Road Masters** (Strassenmeistereien): Blintendorf, Greding, Münchberg, Nürnberg-Fischbach, Trockau. (p. 102)

---

**REICH COMMISSIONER FOR PUBLIC HOUSING DEVELOPMENT** (Reichskommissar für den sozialen Wohnungsbau)

**Union of Bavarian Building Enterprises** (Building Associations and Corporations), e.V.

München 15, Herzog-Heinrich-Strasse 11. (p. 103)

Union Leader: Direktor OTTO WALLNER.

Union Manager: Verbandssyndikus MAX VON DEN HOFF.

**Bavarian Homesteads** (Trustee Office for Housing and Social Settlement Affairs), Ltd.

München 15, Herzog-Heinrich-Strasse 13, Telephone 52223.

Chairman of the Supervisory Council: Minister-President LUDWIG SIEBERT.

Manager: Direktor OTTO WALLNER.

**Nürnberg Public Housing Administration**, a public law corporation. (p. 104)

Nürnberg, Ziegelsteinstrasse 152. Telephone 57020.

Chairman of the Administrative Council: Oberregierungs rat KARL KLEBE.

Committee: Bauamt mann KARL DEYER; Oberinspektor FRIEDRICH PRECHTEL.

**Bavarian Building Association Bank**

München 2, Sendlinger-Tor-Platz 6a; Telephone 51164/65.

Supervisory Council Chairman: Oberregierungs rat (retired) OTTO EDELMANN.

Managing Committee Member: KARL LINDINGER.
1. Bavarian State Chancellery
   Ritter-von-Epp-Platz 2, Telephone 21641.
   Chief: LUDWIG SIEBERT, Minister-President (p. 105)

   **Sphere of Duties:** Office of the Minister-President, affairs of all the ministries; state affairs in so far as they are not subdivided between the various ministries; border affairs; business transactions with the foreign consulates in Bavaria; tasks loosely connected with military affairs; liquidation of the former order associations; decorations and distinctions of honor; emergency relief and welfare for border districts (outside Germany), assistance to the Pfalz; relief measures for the Bavarian Ostmark; information and news agency of the Bavarian government; state registration agency for applicants for the Bavarian state, community and insurance welfare service.

   **Functional Scope:** Administration of the former military foundations.

2. The Bavarian Minister-President, State Forestry Administration
   München, Herzog-Max-Burg.
   Chief: LUDWIG SIEBERT, Minister-President.

   **Sphere of Duties:** State forestry affairs, including state hunting grounds and state forestry administration; protection of the community, foundation and corporation forests, in so far as this is done by the state forestry administration in accordance with laws or orders or in so far as it has been taken over or will be taken over by virtue of an agreement; supervision and care of the privately owned woods and the development of forest economy; forest and hunting police.

   **Functional Scope:** 7 State Forestry Offices (Regierungsförstämter) and 349 Forestry Offices (Forstämter) with 101 Branch Offices (Aussenstellen).

3. State Ministry of the Interior
   München, Theatinerstrasse 21.
   Minister: ADOLF WAGNER.

   **Sphere of Duties:** Affairs pertaining to state rights, budgets, and government; foundations, family support, civil service affairs, health and welfare, community affairs, building, water police and fire department, general police affairs, power economy, army affairs (mainly pertaining to defense), building affairs, chief theater authority in Bavaria.

   **Functional Scope:** RB Presidents, Landräte and their branch offices, Police Presidents, Police Directorates, Police Offices, Health Offices, Weights and Measures Offices, Fire Insurance Offices, Administrative Court, State Office for Statistics, State Office for Water Distribution, State Agency for Irrigation, Insurance Chamber, State Vaccination Department, State Office for
Weights and Measures, Chief Welfare Office for War Casualties and Surviving Families, Schleisheim Veterinary Police Institute, Nürnberg Veterinary Examining Institute, Bacteriological Investigation Institutes, State Chemical Investigation Institutes, Navigation Offices with Branch Offices, Offices for the Supervision of Rural Planning and Building and their Branch Offices, Road Construction and River Regulation Offices with their Branch Offices, Port Offices, Canal Offices, Offices for the Establishment of University Buildings, Offices for the Supervision of Road Construction, Penal Labor Institutions, Speyer State Reformatory.

4. State Ministry for Education and Culture (p. 106)
Salvatorplatz 2, München.
Minister: ADOLF WAGNER.

Department I: Central Department (budgets, personnel affairs, general administrative affairs).
Department II: Affairs concerning youth education, physical training of the German youth, care of matters pertaining to the German youth.
Department III: Elementary School System (p. 106)
Department IV: Secondary and Intermediate School Systems
Department V: Sciences, Universities.
Department VI: Adult Education.
Department VII: Ecclesiastical Matters.

Functional Scope: 3 State Universities (with clinics and institutes); München Institute of Technology (with institutes) including the institutes and workshops in Weihenstephan; Nürnberg Hindenburg Institute of Technology for Economy and Social Sciences; State Institute for Agricultural Education in München-Pasing; Teachers Training Colleges; Academy of Sciences; State Scientific Collections; Collegiate Institute for Gymnastics; Biological Experimental Institute; München State Library; State Libraries in Bamberg and Regensburg; State Library in the Pfalz; State People’s Library Agencies; State Archives; State Shorthand Institute; Secondary Schools; Students’ Homes; Elementary Schools; Vocational Schools; Schools for Women Agricultural Workers; Training Institute for Vocational Teachers; Schools with Technical Subjects; Trade Schools, Vocational Art Schools; State Photographic Agencies; Agricultural Schools; State Experimental and Research Institute for Horticulture and Higher Horticulture School in Weihenstephan; Midwifery Schools; State School for the Deaf; State School for the Blind; State School for Crippled Children with Orthopaedic Clinic; Academies of Pictorial Art; Academy for Applied Art; State Painting Collections; Collection of Antiques; Graphic Collections; National Museum; Germanic Museum in Nürnberg; German Museum; Theater Museum; State Office for the Protection and Care of Monuments; Academy for Music; State Conservatory of Music in Würzburg.

5. State Ministry of Finance
Herzog-Max-Burg, Pfandhausstrasse 2.
Minister: LUDWIG SIEBERT, Minister-President.

Sphere of Duties: Financial Affairs of the State; Organization of the Plans for the Whole Budget and Supervision of its Enforcement; Cash and Accounting Matters of the State; General Affairs of Governmental Supply Purchasing; Taxes, Costs and Fee Systems of the State; Fiscal Balance; General Affairs of the State Civil Servants and their surviving families as well as the Employees and Laborers of the State; Measuring and Planning Affairs; Fiscal Affairs; Matters referring to
Architectural Affairs for the Buildings under the Supervision of the Bavarian Ministry of Finance; Basic Capital Resources of the State; Participation in the Purchase, Sale and Mortgaging of Immobile Property under the Administration of the State; the Administration of Commercial and Industrial Enterprises; Power Economy; Spas; Shipping Enterprises and the other Financial Property of the State; the Affairs of the Bavarian State Bank; the State Debt and Mint System.

Department I: Legal, Budget and Property Affairs; Banking, Mint and Debt Affairs:

Department II: General Affairs of the Civil Servants as well as the Non-Civil Service Employees; Taxation and Measuring Matters; Financial Settlements.

**Functional Scope:** Accountants’ Chamber, State Surveying Office; Surveying Authorities; State Main Treasury; Administration of State Debts; Administration of State Building Loans; State Bank; Mint Office; Administration of the State Castles, Parks and Lakes.

6. **State Ministry for Economics**
   München, Herzog-Max-Burg
   Minister: LUDWIG SIEBERT, Minister-President.

**Department I: Commerce, Industry and Trades**

**Sphere of Duties:** Matters pertaining to industry, trades and handicraft, commerce and transport, especially matters pertaining to trade laws, with the exception of affairs which have been assigned to other state ministries; matters concerning the law for the protection of the retail trade; supervision of the institutions for the development of industry, trades and commerce; affairs of the organizations of corporate structure, corporations for industry, trades and commerce; matters concerning trades exhibitions and fairs; legal protection of trade; professional advice and training in trade and commerce; customs and commercial questions; credit, banking and stock exchanges; general questions referring to public economy; mining, railroads and navigation; private bus lines; public procurement and contracts; care of foreign tourist travel and of the affairs of air lines; execution of the Reich law concerning the protection of national symbols; affairs within the functional scope of the Reich Chamber of Culture; Central Agency for the Execution of the Four Year Plan; Price Control Agency. (p. 106)

**Functional Scope:** Mining Authorities, Industry and Commerce Chambers in Bavaria; Artisans’ Chambers in Bavaria; Examining Offices for Trades and Technology; Bavarian State Trades Institute in Nürnberg; Saar-Pfalz State Trades Institute in Kaiserslautern; District Settlement Office in München.

**Department II: Labor and Welfare**

**Sphere of Duties: Section A:** Reich Insurance; Employment; Unemployment Insurance; Personnel and other Administrative Affairs. **Section B:** Housing and Settlements. **Section C:** Trades Supervision and Workers’ Medical Care; Labor Rights and Labor Protection.

**Functional Scope:** Insurance Authorities and Insurance Companies; Specialist Government Housing Employees; Social State Museum and Offices for the Supervision of Trades.

**Department III: Agriculture**

**Sphere of Duties:** Agriculture and Horticulture; Wine, Fruit and Plant Culture; Animal Breeding; Stud-Farming; Fishing; Agricultural Debt Amortization; Chief Authority for Crop Changing and Improvement for Bavaria; Chief Policy-Making Agency for Crop Rotation and Policy-Making Authorities for Water and Soil Cultivation; Water Administration; Agricultural Improvements; Swamp and Fallow Land Cultivation; Farm Settlements; Trade in Agricultural Property; Food; Agricultural Training and Economic Advice; Price Control Agency.
**Functional Scope:** State Institute for Horticulture and its Protection; State Institute for the Improvement in Seedgrowing; State Institute for Animal Breeding; State-Owned Estates; Animal Breeding Inspectorates; Stud-Farming and Offices for Breeding of Pure-Bred Horses; Horse-shoeing Schools; Training Institutes for Wine, Fruit and Horticulture in Neustadt on the Weinstrasse and Veitshöchheim; Reblaus (Phylloxera Vastatrix) Fighting Service; State Institute for Bee Culture; Office for Agricultural Debt Amortization; Farm Settlements; Offices for the Regulation and Distribution of Water Supplies; Agricultural Schools and Agricultural Agencies; Bank for Agriculture; Agricultural Loan and Mortgage Association; Price Control Agencies.

---

**PART IV: THE GERMAN PUBLIC ECONOMY -- BAVARIA.**

**The Reich Groups of the Industrial Economy**

**A. District Subdivisions**

The District Branches of the Reich Industry Groups are the Industry Departments of the Economic Chambers. These are found on pages 162-168 of the Addressbuch (v.d. below). (p. 127)

**B. Trade Subdivisions**

1. **Economic Group Mining** (Wirtschaftsgruppe Bergbau): LIGNITE.
   - **Southern Germany: München** 22, Odeonplatz 12. Telephone 24866. Chief: Generaldirektor RAABE, Sulzbach-Rosenberg-Hütte (Bayerische Ostmark); Business Manager: Syndikus ECKER.

7. **Economic Group Machine Building**
   - **Vocational Group 28: Printing Machines.**
     - **Würzburg.** Neubaustrasse 66; Telephone 3057. Chief: Generaldirektor Dr. HANS BOLZA, Schnellpressenfabrik Koenig & Bauer AG, Würzburg 7. Business Manager: Dr. jur. et rer. pol. PAUL SEISSER. With the Vocational Departments: Arch-High Printing Machines; Arch-Flat Press Machines; Arch-Deep Press Machines; Rolling Printing Machines; Special Printing Machines; Composing and Typefounding Machines; Reproduction and other devices for Technical Reproduction; Other Machines and Apparatus for the Production and Preparation of Plan Engraving Plates; Other Printing Machinery and Apparatus. (p. 129)

11. **Economic Group Mechanical Precision and Optical Work** (p. 130)
   - **Vocational Group 1: Optics**
     - **Trade Divisions:** Field Glasses and Telescopes: Chief: Kommerzienrat RODENSTOCK, Optische Werke G. Rodenstock, München 15. Business Manager: Dr. KARL ALBRECHT. (p. 130)

14. **Economic Group Metal Goods and Related Industries**
   - **Vocational Group:** Toys and Christmas Tree Decorations
     - **Nürnberg A,** Ludwigstrasse 29. Telephone 21005. Chief: ERNST VOELK, Johann Distler KG, Nürnberg, Dammstrasse 7; Telephone 60243. Business Manager: Dr. ALFRED KÖBERLEIN. (p. 131)

15. **Economic Group Stones and Earths**
   - **Branch Offices:** 10. **Bavaria. München** 2, Kaufinger Strasse 2/IV, Telephone 11847.
   - **Vocational Groups:**
     1. **Brick Industry:** Branch Offices: 12. **Bavaria. München** 22, Odeonsplatz 12; Telephone 25471.
     2. **Natural Stone Industry**
        - **Vocational Section B: Tool Stone** (Werksteine). Chief: Direktor ADOLF REUL, Andreas Reul Sr., Inc., Kirchenlamitz-Ost (Bayerische Ostmark).
        - **Branch Offices:** 7. **Bavaria. München** 2, Kaufinger Strasse 2/IV, Telephone 11847 (p. 131)
4. Calcium Industry (p. 132)

16. Economic Group--Building Industry
   A. Trade Sections:
      Trade Section: Under-Ground Construction
      Chief: Direktor Regierungsbaumeister (retired) RUDOLF STOBER, München 2, Pestalozzistrasse 38; Telephone 55921.
      Business Manager: Dipl.-Ing. FRITZ CLAUS.
      Trade Sub-Sections:
      e) General Underground Construction: Chief: Direktor Regierungsbaumeister (retired) RUDOLF STOBER, München 2, Pestalozzistrasse 38, Phone 55921.

C. Trade Group: Public Health Enterprises (p. 132)
   District Associations:
   Bavaria: München, Oberer Anger 44, "Bauzunfthaus", Telephone 10736.
   Chief: Dipl.-Ing. WILLI MUNKERT, Nürnberg O, Ostendstrasse 142.
   Business Manager: Dr. GÖTZ-EBERHARD STOBER.

17. Economic Group Wood Manufacturing Industry
   Trade Group 1: Furniture Industry (p. 133)
   Trade Sub-Section: Interior Decorative Building (Innenausbau)
   Chief: Dr. PAUL PAEPKE, Vereinigte Werkstätten für Kunst im Handwerk AG, München, Odeonsplatz 1.
   Business Manager: VON ZASTROW.

   Trade Group: Dresden Collective Trade Group
   Trade Sections:
   Office and Drawing Equipment Industry
   Acting Chief: MARTIN SCHWARZ, A.W. Faber-Castell, Stein bei Nürnberg.

   Trade Group: Wickerware and Wicker Furniture Industry
   Trade Section: Wicker Basket Industry
   Karlsruhe in Baden, Postschliessfach 44.
   Chief: JOSEF ZETTL, Dachswerke Laufen, Laufen (Oberbayern).

   Trade Group: Carving and Molding Materials for Processing Industries
   Trade Sub-Group: Rod Flooring and Parquet Floor Industry:
   Berlin-Charlottenburg, Goethestrasse 30; Phone 312120.
   Chief: CARL WREDE, München, Wittelsbacherplatz 4.
   Business Manager: Assessor SCHNEIDER.

   District Groups of the Economic Groups:
   Bavaria
   Nürnberg-Ost, Harmoniestrasse 29; Phone 53623.
   Chief: ROBERT SCHERER, München-Geiselgasteig.
   Business Manager: SOMMER.

19. Economic Group Ceramic Industry (p. 135)
   District Associations:
   District Group Bavaria:
   Marktredwitz (Bayern), Dürnbergstrasse 34; Telephone 29.
Chief: Kommerzienrat CHRISTIAN ECKSTEIN, Co-Owner and Business Manager of the Porcelain Factory Flankenhammer G.m.b.H., Floss (Oberpfalz).
Business Manager: ARNDTS, Lawyer, Marktredwitz.

20. Economic Group -- Saw Mill Industry
District Groups of the Economic Group: (p. 136)
Bavaria
München 2, Briennerstrasse 8c; Phone 45666.
Deputy: REINHARD KLÖPFER, Klöpfer & König, München II, Luisenstrasse 5.
Business Manager: Dr. TRAUDT HETTERICH.

21. Economic Group -- Chemical Industry
Trade Sub-Groups:
Pencil Industry:
Nürnberg, Luitpoldstrasse 14; Telephone 22125.

22. Economic Group: Paper, Cardboard, Cellulose and Wood-Fiber Production
District Groups of the Economic Group: (p. 137)
Bavaria:
München 22, Odeonsplatz 12.
Chief: Kommerzialrat GEORG HAINDL, Augsburg 2, Schliessfach.

Trade Group: Paper Processing Industry
Trade Sections:
4. Small Rolls:
District Groups of the Economic Group Paper Processing:
Bavaria:
München, Odeonsplatz 12.
Chief: FRANZ MANZINGER, Stiefel & Manzinger, München-Pasing, Obere Kanalstrasse 8.
Business Manager: BLUMSCHEIN. (p. 138)

24. Economic Group: Printing
District Groups of the Economic Group: Printing:
Bavaria:
München, 22, Odeonsplatz 12; Telephone 24866.
Chief: LUDWIG WOLF, Dr. C. Wolf & Sohn, München, Jungfernturmstrasse 2.
Business Manager: Dr. ERNST HUBER. (p. 138)

25. Economic Group: Leather Industry
Trade Groups:
1. Trade Group: Leather-Producing Industry
District Groups:
Bavaria:
München 22, Odeonsplatz 12, I, Telephone 24886.
Chief: HERMANN RANZ, Schongau.
Business Manager: HANS ECKER.
District Groups:
Bavaria:
Nürnberg, Pfannenschmiedsgasse 6; Telephone 27836.
Business Manager: Dr. SCHMITZ, Lawyer. (p. 139)

Trade Group 1: Cotton Spinning
District Groups:
South German District Group:
Augsburg, Maximiliansplatz 12; Telephone 5816.
Chief: ROBERT LEUZE, C.A. Leuze, Owen & Teck (Württemberg).
Business Manager: Dr. WALTER BÖHM.

Trade Group 7: Cotton Weaving
District Groups:
South Germany:
Augsburg, Maxplatz 12, Telephone 5816/17.
Business Manager: Dr. BÖHM. (p. 140)

Trade Group 12: Embroidery (including Embroidered Laces) and Tapestry Industry
Trade Sub-Groups:
b) Hand Embroidery
Naila, Telephone 10.
Business Manager: KARL DURST, Lawyer.

Directly under the supervision of the Economic Group: (p. 141)
n) Horse-Hair Spinning:
Kitzingen a. Main, Address: F.S. Fehrer, Telephone 2024.
Chief: Kommerzialrat HEINRICH FEHRER, Kitzingen a. Main.
Business Manager: Justizrat EDUARD MEISTER.

District Groups of Economic Group 26:
Southern Bavaria:
Augsburg, Philippine-Welser-Strasse, B 263, Phone 6055.
Chief: CLEMENS MARTINI, jr., Martini & Cie., GmbH, Augsburg, Provinostrasse 52. (p. 142)
Business Manager: Dr. BRANDENBERGER.
Northern Bavaria (Seat: Bayreuth)
Hof i. Bayern, Sophienberg 30, Telephone 2[?]18.
Chief: ERICH KÖHLER, Chamber of Commerce President, Neue Baumwollenspinnerei Bayreuth AG, Bayreuth.
Business Manager: Dr. WOLF.

27. Economic Group: Clothing Industry
District Groups:
Bavaria:
München, Peisenhofener Strasse 28.

Trade Groups:

   c) Trade Sub-Group: Leather Clothing.
   Chief: CONRAD WAGNER, Striegel & Wagner, Lichtenfels (Bayern).
   Business Manager: Dr. BURMEISTER.

5. Trade Group: Head Coverings Industry
   Trade Department: Men’s Summer Hat Industry.
   Chief: KARL SEEBERGER, Strohhutfabrik Seeberger & Co. (Straw Hat Factory), Weiler (Allgäu)
   Business Manager: CHRISTOPH MERKEL. (p. 143)

   District Groups:
   Bavaria:
   München 2, Briener Strasse 50b; Telephone 20407.
   Chief: Dr. RÖHM, Brewery Owner, Bad Reichenhall, Waaggasse 1-3.
   Business Managers: K. PROEBST, Lawyer, and H. GUGG.

   Trade Group 4: Small and Fruit Distilleries (p. 145)
   District Groups:
   Oberbayern
   Dürnbach, Post Gmund (Tegernsee). Chief: GREGOR GLAS.
   Südbayern:
   Trade Group 8: Drinkable Spirits Distilling. (Trinkbranntweinhersteller)
   District Groups:
   Bavaria:
   München, 3, Siegfriedstrasse 6; Telephone 34279.
   Chief: Dr. ROBERT RIEMERSCHMID, Anton Riemerschmid, Inc., München, Praterinsel 4.
   Business Manager: Dr. A. KARNER.

______________________________________________

REICH GROUP: COMMERCE.

According to the present set-up of the organization, the groups organized in the Reich Group: Commerce care for about 1.3 millions of businessmen and enterprises.

The Reich Group: Commerce is divided into 5 Economic Groups and 6 independent Trade Groups. For the different Economic Chamber districts, Party-appointed District Chiefs have been appointed by the Chief of the Reich Group: Commerce.

Chief: Dr. FRANZ HAYLER, Florian Silberbauer Inc., München, Leopoldstrasse 64. (p. 145)

District Chiefs of the Reich Group: Commerce:

Economic Groups of the Reich Group Commerce:

Economic Group: Wholesale and Foreign Trade.
In the Economic Group: Wholesale and Foreign Trade all branches of the German Wholesale Trade for home consumption are combined with the German Foreign Trade Import and Export Firms.
A. Trade Associations

1. Trade Group: Wholesale Trade with Groceries and similar Goods.
   a) Trade Section: Coffee.
      Chief: Konsul OTTO PFAEFFLE, Barbarino & Kilp-Otto Pfaeffle AG, München, Unteranger 15. (p. 145)
   g) Trade Section: Branded Articles (Markenartikel)

    a) Trade Section: Cement.
       Chief: FRITZ FÖRDERREUTHER, Max Niggel Inc., München, Brodersenstrasse 36.
    d) Trade Section: Roofing Material.
       Chief: FRITZ FÖRDERREUTHER, Max Niggel Inc., München, Brodersenstrasse 36.
    f) Trade Section: Other Building Material.
       Chief: FRITZ FÖRDERREUTHER, Max Niggel Inc., München, Brodersenstrasse 36.

    1. Trade Sections:
       a) Trade Section: Round Wood.
          Chief: JOHANN ERHARDT, Johann Erhardt, Inc., Neuses bei Kronach (Oberfranken).
    2. Trade Sub-Group: Wood Semi-Finished and Fabricated Products:
       District Offices:
          Fürth i. Bayern, Hornschuchpromenade 31/I; Telephone 27709.
          Business Manager: KURT KOLDEWEY, Fürth i. Bayern.
       12. München
          München, Richard-Wagner-Strasse 18; Telephone 54138.
          Chief: GEORG FISCHER, Degginger & Hess AG, München, Bavariaring 44/I.
          Business Manager: FRIEDRICH BODAMER, München. (p. 147)

15. Trade Group: Fertilizer. (p. 148)
    g) Trade Section: Humus-, Garden- and other Fertilizer.
       Chief: Dr. RUDOLF GRÖN, München, 2, Sendlinger Strasse 26.

       Chief: Major (retired) LUDWIG SCHÜLLER, Ebert & Jacobi, Würzburg, Oeggstrasse.

17. Trade Group: Varnish, Dyes and Painters’ Supplies.
    b) Trade Section: Bronze Dyes and Sheet Metals
       Chief: GUSTAV RAUSCHER, Gustav Rauscher Inc., Fürth in Bayern, Winklerstrasse 33. (p. 148)

25. Trade Group: Paper
    c) Trade Sub-Group: Cardboard

31. Trade Group: Leather Wholesale Trade
    a) Trade Section: Shoe-Leather and Lasts.
       Chief: CARL SCHMIDT, Nürnberg, Humboldtstrasse 113. (p. 150)
34. Trade Group: Butchers’ Supplies.
c) Trade Section: Sausage Spices and Ingredients.
Chief: HANS ARZBERGER, Hans Arzberger Inc., Nürnberg, Fenitzerstrasse 28. (p. 150)

FOREIGN TRADE DEPARTMENT
Business Agency V: Nürnberg-O., Harmoniestrasse 29; Phone: 51256
Business Manager: Dr. KÖHLER, Nürnberg.
Trade Committees of the Foreign Trade Department:
Hardware, Fancy Goods, Stationary and Toys:
Chief (Obmann): ALFRED ECKHARDT, C.F. Eckhardt, Nürnberg s., Humboldtstrasse 111.
Business Management: Business Agency V of the Foreign Trade Department. (p. 151)

II. District Organization (District Groups) of the Economic Group: Wholesale and Foreign Trade
The District Groups of the Economic Group: Wholesale and Foreign Trade have been made Trade Sections of the Economic Chambers in connection with the reform of the organization of the commercial economy dated 7 July 1936 (the order was published in the Deutscher Reichsanzeiger und Preussischer Staatsanzeiger Nr. 157, 9 July 1936).

Economic Group: Retail Trade
The Economic Group: Retail Trade is, measured by the number of enterprises, by far the largest Economic Group, not only in the Reich Group: Commerce but also in connection with the organization of the commercial economy. It has at present about 600,000 enterprises under its supervision.
Chief: Dr. FRANZ HAYLER, München, Leopoldstrasse 64.
Chief Business Manager: Dr. AREND MOJE. (p. 152)

I. Trade Organization.
1. Groceries.
Chief: Dr. FRANZ HAYLER, München, Leopoldstrasse 64.
Chief Business Manager: Dr. AREND MOJE.
3. Clothing, Textile and Leather.
Trade Sections:
Men’s and Boys’ Clothing:
Chief: AUGUST KNAGGE, Knagge & Peitz, München M2, Färbergraben 3.
Sport Articles:
Chief: HANS MÜNZINGER, München, Marienplatz 8.
6. Sanitation, Chemistry and Optics:
Chief: FRANZ ZIEGLER, München, Lindwurmstrasse 22.
Business Manager: Dr. ALEXANDER JANSEN.
Trade Sections:
Drugs:
Chief: FRANZ ZIEGLER, München, Lindwurmstrasse 22.
10. Art, Paper and Toy Trades:
Trade Sections:
Leather and Fancy Goods:
Chief: ERNST BERNER, Nürnberg A., Mauthalle.
II. District Organization.
The 23 District Groups of the Economic Group: Retail Trade, according to the decree of the Reich Minister of Economics concerning the reform of the organization of the commercial economy of 7 July 1936, became "Sub-Sections: Retail Trade" of the Economic Chambers. (The decree was published in the Deutscher Reichsanzeiger und Preussischer Staatsanzeiger Nr. 157 of 9 July 1936). (p. 153)

**Economic Group: Brokers (Vermittlergewerbe)**

**Trade Organization:**

1. **Trade Group: Commercial Agents and Commercial Brokers:**
   - Photography, Motion Pictures, Optics.
   - Chief: ERNST GÜNThER, München, Schwanthalerstrasse 106.
   - Raw Cotton: HERMANN BUNJE, Augsburg, Stettenstrasse 2.
   - **District Groups of Trade Group 1:**
     Bavaria (München):
     - Chief: HEINRICH RITTER VON DÜSEL, München, Kölner Platz 8.
     - Business Manager: Dr. THEODOR WINDISCH, München.

2. **Trade Group: Insurance Agents and Insurance Brokers:** (p. 154)
   - **District Groups:** (p. 155)
   - Bavaria:
     - Chief: Dr. FRITZ STAUDINGER, München, Georgenstrasse 21.

3. **Trade Group: Brokers, Administrators and Agents for Real Estate and Homestead Savings:**
   - **District Groups:**
   - Bavaria:
     - Chief: FRANZ FEICHTMEIER, München.

4. **Trade Group: Auctioneers.**
   - **District Groups:**
   - Bavaria (München):
     - Chief: LUDWIG HAUNSCHILD, München. (p. 155)

5. **Trade Group: Forwarding Agents.** (p. 156)
   - **District Groups:**
   - Bavaria:
     - Chief: KARL KOLB, Nürnberg, Stabiusstrasse 4.

**Autonomous Trade Groups of the Reich Group: Trade:**

**Trade Group: Watchmen’s Agencies.**
- **District Groups:**
- Bavaria:
  - **District Chief:** Direktor HOCHGESAND, München, Bayerstrasse 25.

**Trade Group: Flower Binding.**
- **District Chiefs:** (Obmänner)
- Bavaria:
  - Chief: FRIEDRICH VON BOTHMAR, München, Kapuzinerstrasse 37. (p. 156)
REICH GROUP: HANDICRAFT. (p. 157)

The Reich Group: Handicraft is the coordinating organization of the trade and district handicraft organizations; see the First Decree for the execution of the law concerning the preparation of the organic structure of the German public economy, dated 27 November 1934 (Reichsgesetzblatt I, p. 1194). It is divided, according to the decree of the Reich Minister of Economics, dated 23 March 1935 (Deutscher Reichsanzeiger und Preussischer Staatsanzeiger Nr. 71), into Reich Trades Associations (Reichsinnungsverbände). these are autonomous Trade Groups, in the sense of the decree dated 27 November 1934. The Reich Group: Handicraft and the Reich Trades Associations have the position of incorporated associations. (p. 157)

Reich Trade Associations.
5. Reich Trades Association of Sculptors and Stone-Masons: Berlin.
   Reich Trades Master (Reichsinnungsmeister): WILHELM SCHMIDT, Augsburg, Haunstetter Strasse 24. (p. 157)

   Reich Trades Master: ADOLF ECKER, München, Plinganserstrasse 34.

Reich Estate of the German Handicrafts:

The Reich Estate of the German Handicrafts is the co-ordinating organization of the Reich Group: Handicraft and the Handicraft and Trades Chambers, combined in the German Handicraft and Trades Chambers Congress (vd. above); vd. Law concerning the Structure of the German Handicraft, 29 November 1933 (Reichsgesetzblatt I, p. 1015), and the ensuing First Decree of 15 June 1934 (Reichsgesetzblatt I, p. 493), and the Second and Third Decrees of 18 January 1935 (Reichsgesetzblatt I, p. 14 and 15).

State Handicraft Masters (Landeshandwerksmeister)
   Bavaria:
   Ratsherr EMIL MAURICE, München 2M, Damenstiftstrasse 5; Telephone 13134.

German Handicraft Institute

The German Handicraft Institute is an incorporated foundation established in 1928 with the permission of the Reich Minister of Economics. It is under the supervision of the Reich Minister of Economics. The administration and auditing control of the foundation are exercised by the German Trades Chambers Congress.

The German Handicraft Institute has the duty of supervising the handicraft trades and furthering them by means of scientific research, training, advice and practical work, and of working for the conservation and development of the handicraft trades. Its specific tasks have been laid down by paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Ordinance of the Institute, for which permission was given by the Reich Handicraft Master and the supervisory authorities.

The supervisory authorities are appointed by the Reich Handicraft Master. The president is assisted by a supervisory council, appointed by the Reich Handicraft Master. As far as advice in scientific questions in connection with the tasks of the institute is concerned, the president appoints a working committee of the regular members. (p. 158)

Offices for the Development of Export Trade for the German Handicrafts (p. 158)

München
   München 2, Weinstrasse 4; Phone: 10655. (p. 159)
   Chief: F. BARTHELS.
ORGANIZATION OF THE TRANSPORT TRADES (p. 160)

The transport trades, according to the decree concerning the organic structure of transport, 25 September 1935 (Reichsgesetzblatt I, p. 1169), are united in the Reich Transport Groups, which have the position of incorporated associations. The Reich Transport Groups are divided into Trade Groups, and these again, as required, into Trade Sub-Groups. With the approval of the Reich Transport Minister, a district organization of the Reich Transport Groups into District Groups may be permitted.

The Reich Transport Groups and their subdivisions have the duty of advising and aiding their members concerning trade questions and of representing the general needs of the Reich Transport Group.

The Chiefs of the Reich Transport Groups are appointed and dismissed by the Reich Transport Minister. With the approval of the Reich Transport Minister, they appoint their deputies, the Chief Business Managers of the Reich Transport Groups and the Chiefs of the Trade Groups.

Every Group of the Transport Trades receives an advisory board, the construction and duties of which are regulated by paragraphs 18 to 20 of the decree mentioned above.

According to paragraphs 26 ff. of this decree, a Reich Transport Council has been formed to give advice on matters concerning transport (vd. under section: Reich and Prussian Transport Ministry).

The Organization of the Transport Trades is a member of the Reich Economic Chamber (vd. above) and of the Economic Chambers. Through the assent of the Reich Transport Minister on 22 July 1935 to the agreement of 21 March 1935 arranged between the Reich Labor Minister and the Reich Organization Chief of the Nazi Party, the organization of the Transport Trades became also in all its branches a member of the German Labor Front and a part of the Reich Labor and Economics Council.

3. Reich Transport Group: Motor Vehicles Trades (p. 160)

Trade Groups:
The Trade Groups are divided according to districts. (p. 161)
The borders of the District Groups are the same as those of the Military Regions (Wehrkreise).
The Business Agencies of the District Groups have been united in the District Business Agencies of the Reich Transport Group: Motor Vehicles. The addresses of the District Business Agencies are:

District Business Agency VII: München.
München, Theresienstrasse 66 (Rear Building).
District Business Agency XIII: Nürnberg.
Nürnberg, Königstorgraben 7.
   Trade Group: Forwarding.
   Chief: Dr. DOEBERL, München.
   Business Manager: Dr. SCHLICHTING.

   District Trade Groups:
   District Trade Group XII (Bavaria):
   FRIEDRICH BÜRCKSTÜMMER, Business Manager of the Official Bavarian Travel Bureau,
   München, Ritter-von-Epp-Platz 12; Telephone: 12701.

REICH ECONOMIC CHAMBER
The Reich Economic Chamber is the united representative organization of the trade and district
organization of the commercial economy, the Chambers of Industry and Trade and the Handicraft
Chambers.

The members of the Reich Economic Chamber are the Reich Groups of the commercial economy,
the Organization of the Transport Trades, the Economic Chambers, the Chambers of Industry and
Trade and the Handicraft Chambers. The Reich Economic Chamber acts as the organ for the self-
administration of the common affairs of the above named corporations as well as for the duties
assigned to it by the Reich Minister of Economics.

The Chief of the Reich Economic Chamber and his Deputy are appointed by the Reich Minister
of Economics.

The Reich Economic Chamber has an Advisory Council. The members of the Advisory Council
are:

a) The Chief, his Deputy and the Chief of the Labor Association of the Chambers of Industry and
Trade.
b) The Chiefs of the Reich Groups.
c) The Chiefs of the Economic Chambers.
d) Three representatives of the Organization of the Transport Trades and one representative of the
German State Railways, whom the Reich Minister of Economics appoints upon the suggestion of
the Reich Minister of Transport.
e) The members appointed by the Reich Minister of Economics: namely, one representative of the
Reich Food Estate, appointed upon the suggestion of the Reich Farmers’ Leader; one representa-
tive of the communes, appointed upon the suggestion of the Reich Minister of the Interior, and
other persons employed in the commercial economy or especially informed in its affairs.

The Chief of the Reich Economic Chamber appoints the advisory council upon the recommenda-
tion of the Reich Minister of Economics, who specifies the subject of discussion and leads the
procedure or has it supervised. The Chief of the Reich Economic Chamber can also use the advi-
sory council for advice on matters of self-administration.

For the preparation of the work of the Reich Economic Chamber, Working Committees can be set
up for special matters, drawn from the members of the Advisory Council and from other persons
especially acquainted with the economic problem in question. The Chief appoints the members of
the Committee and chooses the chairman.

The Business Management of the Reich Economic Chamber consists of one or more Business
Managers, who are appointed by the Chief with the consent of the Reich Minister of Economics.
President of the Reich Economic Chamber: Dr.-Ing. e.h. ALBERT PIETZSCH, Chief of the Bavarian Economic Chamber, President of the München Chamber of Industry and Trade, Höllriegelskreuth bei München, Lindestrasse 3.
Chief Business Manager: Dr. ERDMANN. (p. 162)

ECONOMIC CHAMBERS
The Economic Chamber is the united representative body of the district organization of the commercial economy, the Chambers of Industry and Trade and the Handicraft Chambers of an Economic District. The members of the Economic Chamber are: the District Groups, the Chambers of Industry and Trade and the Handicraft Chambers of the Economic District.
The Economic Chamber has an Advisory Council. The members of the Advisory Council are: the Chiefs of the District Groups and the Chairmen of the Chambers of Industry and Trade and the Handicraft Chambers of the Economic District. Furthermore the Advisory Council includes any Chiefs of the Reich Groups who live in the Economic District. Upon the suggestion of the Chiefs of the Reich Groups, the Chief of the Economic Chamber appoints as additional members representatives of economic divisions (Wirtschaftszweige) which are in the main located in the Economic District but which are not or not sufficiently represented by the Chiefs of the District Groups, the Chairmen of the Chambers or the Chiefs of the Reich Groups who are members of the Advisory Council. He also appoints as additional members a representative of the Reich Food Estate, upon the suggestion of the Provincial Farmers’ Leader; and a representative of the communes of the Economic District, who is appointed by the Reich Minister of the Interior or by authorities designated by him.
The Economic Chamber has a Chief and two Deputies; the first is appointed by the Reich Minister of Economics on the basis of paragraph 28, section 2, part 1 of the Implementing Decree (Durchführungs-Verordnung) of 27 November 1934; the second is the State Handicraft Master (vd. further under the Reich Group: Handicraft), who represents the Chief on the basis of paragraph 28, section 2, part 2 of the Implementing Decree of 27 November 1934.

Bavaria: (p. 165)
München 43, Maximiliansplatz 7/8; Phone 52621 and 52641.
District: Trustee-District Bavaria.
Chief: Ing. ALBERT PIETZSCH, President of the München Chamber of Industry and Trade, Elektrochemische Werke München AG, Höllriegelskreuth bei München, Lindenstrasse 3.
Chief Business Manager: Dr. HANS BUCHNER.

Chamber of Industry and Commerce Section:
Chief: Ing. ALBERT PIETZSCH.
Business Manager: Dr. HANS BUCHNER.

Handicraft Chamber Section:
München 2, Damenstiftstrasse 5; Phone 13134.
Chief: Landeshandwerksmeister (State Handicraft Master) EMIL MAURICE
Business Manager: Dr. OTTO MACKH

Industry Section:
München 22, Odeonsplatz 12; Phone 24866, 24886/88.
Chief: KURT FREY.
Business Manager: HANS ECKER.
Branch Offices: Augsburg, Bayreuth, Nürnberg, Würzburg.
Sub-Section: Wholesale, Import and Export Trade:
München 43, Maximiliansplatz 7; Phone 56688.
Chief: Kommerzienrat OTTO HAUSMANN.
Business Manager: Dr. OTTO STRITZKE.
Branch Offices: Nürnberg, Würzburg.

Sub-Section: Retail Trade:
München 43, Maximiliansplatz 7; Phone 52201.
Chief: RUDOLF BÜCHERL.
Business Manager: Dr. PAUL KENTH.

Sub-Section: Restaurants and Hotels:
München 2; Münzstrasse 9; Phone 28121.
Chief: JOSEF STENGL.
Business Manager: Dr. HANS GEORG WICHMANN, Lawyer.

Sub-Section: Brokers.
München 43, Maximiliansplatz 7/8; Phone 11846.
Chief: HEINRICH VON DÜSEL
Business Manager: Dr. THEODOR WINDISCH.

Sub-Section: Ambulant Trades (Peddlers, etc.) (p. 166)
München 2, Bayerstrasse 9; Phone 58661.
Chief: MARTIN BÖLDT
Business Manager: BRUNO GITSCHIER

District Settlements Agency (Bezirksausgleichsstelle):
München 43, Maximiliansplatz 8; Phone 55334.
Chief: Ing. ALBERT PIETZSCH.
Business Manager: PAUL WILHELM.

Honor Court of the Commercial Economy:
Chairman: Justizrat FERDINAND SCHUMANN.
Chief of the Business Agency: Dr. WILHELM GEYER.

Liaison Agency: Berlin
Business Manager: Dr. ERNST HOCH, Budapesterstrasse 2, Berlin W 62, Phone 258895.

THE CHAMBERS OF INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE (Die Industrie- und Handelskammern)
Alliance of the Chambers of Industry and Commerce in the Reich Economic Chamber (p. 168)
Berlin.
The Alliance of the Chambers of Industry and Commerce is the all-inclusive representative body of the Chambers of Industry and Commerce in the Reich Economic Chamber and is in charge of the common affairs of its members, the Chambers of Industry and Commerce. The Reich Minister of Economics appoints as chief of the Alliance the chairman of a Chamber of Industry and Commerce and his deputies. The Advisory Council of the Alliance is formed by up to 30 representatives of the Chambers of Industry and Commerce. The Chiefs of the Economic Chambers are members of the Council; the other members are appointed by the Chief with the consent of the Reich Minister of Economics. The Deputies of the Chief are also members of the Council. For
certain categories of matters to be discussed the Chief appoints standing committees. To these committees persons can also be appointed who do not belong to any Chamber of Industry and Commerce.

The entire assembly consists of representatives of all the Chambers of Industry and Commerce. The Chief summons the full assembly and specifies the matters to be discussed. He or his deputy presides.

The Alliance of the Chambers of Industry and Commerce is the representative body for the recognized German Chambers of Foreign Trade and Economic Associations of German Industrialists and Businessmen in foreign countries. These organizations belong to the Alliance as extraordinary members.

Chief: Ing. ALBERT PIETZSCH (München)
Chief Business Manager: Dr. ERDMANN.

Chambers of Industry and Commerce (as of 1 October 1941)

- **Augsburg**, Augsburg, Philippine-Welser-Strasse 28; Phone 5055-58. President: Kommerzienrat ROBERT EISENMEIER; Business Manager: Dr. MEIER.
- **Bayreuth**, Bayreuth, Bahnhofstrasse 29; Telephone 2451/54. President: ERICH KÖHLER; Chief Business Manager: Dr. STREIT, Business Manager: Dr. STRENG; Deputy Business Managers: Dr. DITLMANN, Dr. GACKSTETTER.
- **Fürth**, Fürth, Moststrasse 12; Telephone 70729. Chairman: Direktor WILHELM SCHÜLEIN; Business Manager: Dr. GEORG SCHULTHEISS.
- **München**, München, Maximiliansplatz 7; Telephone 52621. President: Ing. ALBERT PIETZSCH; Business Manager: Dr. BUCHNER.
- **Nürnberg**, Nürnberg, Adolf-Hitler-Platz 25-27; Telephone 24341. President: ERNST FRANKE; Chief Business Manager: WEISS, Lawyer, Dr. Dr. HOFMANN.
- **Passau**, Chamber of Industry and Commerce for Niederbayern, Passau, Ludwigstrasse 10; Telephone 2730. President: OTTO ERBERSLOBLER; Business Manager: Dr. BAUER.
- **Regensburg**, Regensburg, Residenzstrasse 2; Telephone 5454/55. President: ARTUR KNAP; Chief Business Manager: Dr. Dr. BINGOLD.
- **Würzburg**, Würzburg, Neubaustrasse 66; Telephone 3645. President: LUDWIG SCHÜLLER; Chief Business Manager: Dr. ZAPF, Lawyer.

---

OFFICIAL EXCHANGES

**München**

- **Bavarian Bond Exchange** (Wertpapierbörse)
  München 43, Maximiliansplatz 8; Telephone 57521.
  Chairman: Börsenpräsident RUDOLF WALTZ.
  Deputy: Kommerzienrat JOSEF REIM.
  Business Manager: Syndikus Assessor ERNST REHM.

- **Official Market for Grain and Fodder.**
  München, Maffeistrasse 4; Telephone 13460.
  Chairman: FRANZ FÜRST.
  Business Manager: Justizrat Dr. EDUARD SCHWARZ.

**Nürnberg**

- **Official Main Market for Grain and Fodder**
  Nürnberg W, Gostenhofer Hauptstrasse 48; Telephone 63978.
Chairman: BERTRAM SACHS.
Deputy: THOMAS GÖTZ.
Business Manager: Dr. WALTER FRISCH.

Würzburg
Mainfranken Grain Market at Würzburg
Würzburg, Maxstrasse 11; Telephone 4555.
Chairman: JOSEF BEER.
Deputy: ANTON SCHNEIDER. (p. 171)

CHAMBERS OF HANDICRAFTS (Handwerkskammern) (p. 173)

German League of Chambers of Handicrafts and Trades (Berlin)
The German League of Chambers of Handicraft and Trade is a corporation of public law, on the basis of paragraph 103r of the Trade Ordinance for Germany (the Law for the Amendment of the Trade Ordinance of 16 December 1933 -- Reichsgesetzblatt I, p. 927). It is under the supervision of the Reich Minister of Economics. According to the Reich Handicraft Master’s constituting ordinance of 8 August 1935 (based on the Ordinance of 9 November 1934 -- Reichsgesetzblatt I, p. 1106 -- and approved by the Reich Minister of Economics on 14 August 1935), the League has the duty of overseeing all the affairs of the Chambers of Handicrafts and Trades belonging to it, especially in regard to the unitary carrying through of the legal ordinances pertaining to handicrafts, and of carrying out all other duties assigned to it. The Director is the Reich Handicraft Master, who appoints an advisory council for his advice and assistance. The German League of Chambers of Handicrafts and Trades also attends to the Administration and account auditing of the German Handicrafts Institute.

The Chambers of Handicrafts
- Augsburg, Schmiedeberg 4, Telephone 6974. President: HANS REHM, Master Butcher
- Bayreuth, Wölfelstrasse 3, Telephone 2551/52. President: HANS REHM, Master Butcher.
- München, Damenstiftstrasse 5, Telephone 13134. President: E. MAURICE, Master-Clock-Maker.
- Nürnberg, Sulzbacher Strasse 11, Telephone 51851. President: HANS LEUCHNER, City Councilor and Master Glazier.
- Passau, Nikolastrasse 1, Telephone 2194. President: LUDWIG VOGGENREITER, Master Butcher.
- Regensburg, Weissenburger Strasse 3-5a, Telephone 4241. President: HANS MEIERHOFER, Master Baker.
- Würzburg, Rennwegerring 3, Telephone 3641. President: HANS LEISER, Master Barber.

ADDRESSES OF VARIOUS UNIONS, INSTITUTES AND ORGANIZATIONS (p. 174)

[VARIOUS]
- German Potash Syndicate (Munich Agricultural Information Office), München 13, Nussbaumstrasse 6. Telephone 57887.
• Reich Union of the Marble Industry and Marble Trade, Inc., München 22, Ludwigstrasse 5, Telephone 24403.
• Union of German Marble Workers, Inc., München 22, Ludwigstrasse 5, III. Telephone 24403.

REICH FOOD ESTATE (Reichsnährstand)
The Reich Food Estate is the Representative of the German Farmers and the German agriculture, including agricultural associations, agricultural trade, and the processing and sale of agricultural products. It is a self-administrating public-law corporation. The Reich Minister for Food and Agriculture supervises the Reich Food Estate. The duties of the Reich Food Estate are set forth in paragraphs 2 and 3 of the First Ordinance concerning the Provisional Organization of the Reich Food Estate, 8 December 1933 (Reichsgesetzblatt I., p. 1060).
Reich Farmers’ Leader: R. WALTHER DARRE, Reich Minister of Food and Agriculture, Reichsleiter of the NSDAP, Berlin.

Regional Farmers’ Associations (Landesbauernschaften)
The Regional Farmers’ Associations are the territorial organization of the Reich Food Estate. These are divided again into County Farmers’ Associations (Kreisbauernschaften) and these again into Local Farmers’ Associations (Ortsbauernschaften).

Bayerische Ostmark, Bayreuth, Kulmbacher Strasse 105, Telephone 3351. Regional Farmers’ Leader: KARL REINHARDT.

Bayern, München 2 NW, Prinz-Ludwig-Strasse 1-5, Telephone 24521 and 25331. Regional Farmers’ Leader: JOHANN DEININGER, Member of the Reichstag (p. 174)

Chief Associations with their Economic, Welfare and Accounting Unions and District Groups
Chief Association of the German Grain and Fodder Trade (p. 175)
Grain Economic Unions:
Bayern: München 2, Sonnenstrasse 15; Telephone 53683/85. Chairman: KARL GEISS; Business Manager: HANS WEISSLEIN.

Chief Association of the German Livestock Trade
Cattle Economic Unions:
Bayern: München, Rückerstrasse 1; Chairman: G. KAISER; Business Manager: L. RABEL.

Chief Association of the German Egg Industry
Egg Economic Unions:
Bayern, München 2 NW, Luisenstrasse 27, Telephone 55798. Chairman: ERNST RIST; Business Manager: HERMANN LEMMER.

Chief Association of the German Milk and Fats Industry (p. 176)
Milk and Fat Economic Unions:
Bayerische Ostmark: Bayreuth, Hans-Schemm-Platz 22; Chairman: Ökonomierat LUDWIG ROSENBECK, Farmer; Business Manager: (at present vacant).
Bayern: München 15, Kaiser-Ludwig-Platz 2. Chairman: EUGEN HÄUSER, Farmer; Business Manager: Dr. ALOIS KIEFER, Farmer. (p. 176)
Chief Association of the German Potato Industry  
**Potato Economic Associations:**  
**Bayern:** München 13, Georgenstrasse 22. Chairman: RICHARD GEHRIG, Farmer; Business Manager: WILHELM ENDRES.

Chief Association of the German Horticulture Industry  
**Horticultural Economic Associations:**  
**Bayern:** München 15, Bayerstrasse 37-39; Telephone 54057/58. Chairman: ROBERT MENGÉR; Business Manager: OTTO BÖHN.

Chief Association of the German Wine Industry (p. 177)  
**Wine Economic Associations:**  
**Bayern:** Würzburg, Haugerring 1, Telephone 5935. Chairman: A. MATTERN; Business Manager: Assessor BRÜGEL.

Chief Association of the German Brewing Industry  
**Brewing Economic Associations:**  
**Süddeutschland** (South Germany): München 1, Dienerstrasse 14, Telephone 25041. Chairman: FRANZ SAILER, Markt Oberdorf (Allgäu); Deputy Chairman and Business Manager: Dr. STIEGLER. (p. 177)

Reich Union of the German Agricultural Associations (Raiffeisen) Examination Unions  
(Prüfungsverbände):  

______________________________

TECHNICAL SUPERVISION UNIONS (Technische Überwachungs-Vereine)

Technical Supervision Union München (p. 179)  

Branch Offices:  
- **Augsburg**, Calmbergstrasse 3, Phone 7511. **Leader:** Obering. HUPPMANN.  
- **Nürnberg**, Roritzer Strasse 9, Phone 25354. **Leader:** Obering. Dr. KAISER.  
- **Hof**, Luitpoldstrasse 1, Telephone 2483. **Leader:** Obering. GÖTZ.  
- **Regensburg**, Sedanstrasse 13, Telephone 2599. **Leader:** Obering. LAU.  
- **Würzburg**, Hindenburgstrasse 4, Phone 2639. **Leader:** Obering. HELLBERG. (p. 179)

______________________________

TRADE SUPERVISION OFFICIALS (Gewerbe-Aufsichtsbeamte)  
Those officials which, next to the local police authorities, are charged with the supervision of the carrying out of certain points of the trade law are, according to functions and local customs, called: Trade Councillors (Gewerberäte), District Trade Councillors (Regierungsgewerberäte), Trade Inspectors (Gewerbeinspektoren) or Trade Controllers (Gewerbekontrolleure).  
Concerning the functions of this category of officials, paragraph 139b of the Reich Trade Code contains the following regulations:
The supervision of the execution of the provisions (p. 179) of sections 105a, 105b, paragraph 1, 105c-105h (Regulations concerning the Sunday-rest of workers and the exceptions specified by law), sections 120a-120e (regulations concerning the life and health of the workers); sections 134-139a (work order, workers’ committees, child labor, youth workers, women workers) is exclusively, or next to the local police-officials, especially delegated to those officials appointed by the state government. Through the exercise of this supervision, all official acts of the local police authorities, especially the right of immediate reforming of the premises, are in the same category. They are, with the exception of exposing illegal acts, responsible for keeping secret the trade and business relationships of the enterprises that come officially to their knowledge. The officials have also delegated to their sphere of administration further duties of labor protection (child labor, home labor, etc.)

The regulation of the relationship between these officials and the ordinary police authorities is reserved to the respective state ministry.

The above-mentioned officials must make yearly reports concerning their official activities. The official inspections made by reason of the regulations of sections 105a-105h, 120a-120r, 134-139a must be permitted by the employer at any time during operation, even at night.

The employers are further bound to give the appointed public official or the local police authorities such statistical information concerning their relationship with their workers, on such forms and within such a time limit as they require. (p. 179)

**Bavaria. State Ministry of Economics, Section for Labor and Welfare**

**Chief Trade Supervision Official:** Ministerialrat Dr. KLEBE, (State Trade Supervision Official), München, Pfandhausstrasse 2.

- **Trade Supervision Office AUGSBURG:** Frohnhof 6. Leader: Oberregierungsrat Dipl.-Ing. HEYDRICH; Deputy: Regierungsgewerberat Dr.-Ing. SUYTER.
- **Trade Supervision Office BAYREUTH:** Ludwigstrasse 20. Leader: Regierungsgewerberat 1. Klasse Dipl.-Ing. JOSEF STALLECHNER.
- **Trade Supervision Office LANDSHUT:** Altes Regierungsgebäude. Leader: Reg.-Gewerberat 1. Klasse Dipl.-Ing. BOCK, Regierungsgewerberat Dr.-Ing. SEIFF. Trade Inspectors: WÜRZ, REUSS; Trade Supervision Official: Dr. jur. BERNHUBER.
- **Trade Supervision Office MÜNCHEN-STADT:** 5, Erhardtstrasse 38. Official Committee: Oberregierungsrat Dr. MILLER; Deputy: Regierungsgewerberäte: Dipl.-Ing. BAER, Dipl.-Ing. RÖSL.; Trade Supervision Officials: Gewerbeoberinspektor NUEBLER; Trade Inspectors: ADLER, MENNER, STEGER, BRANDL, SCHÖN, Frl. EYRICH, Frl. ABEL.
- **Trade Supervision Office MÜNCHEN-LAND:** 5, Erhardtstrasse 38. Office Leader: Regierungsgewerberat I. Klasse Dipl.-Ing. HILPMANN, Regierungsgewerberat Dr.-Ing. GROSSELFINGER; Gewerbeoberinspektor Riemerschmid; Gewerbeinspektorin POHLMANN; Gewerbeinspektoren: SCHWEIER, MÜLLER, SCHAELER.
- **Trade Supervision Office NÜRNBERG-FÜRTH:** Weintraubengasse 1. Leader: Oberregierungsrat Dr. K. GUNDERMANN.
- **Trade Supervision Office NÜRNBERG-LAND:** Augustinerstrasse 2. Leader: Regierungsgewerberat Dipl.-Ing. AUGUST HAIS.
- **Trade Supervision Office REGENSBURG:** Obermünsterstrasse 16. Leader: Oberregierungsrat Dipl.-Ing. F. BERTRAM.
- **Trade Supervision Office WÜRZBURG:** Haugerring 1. Reg.-Gewerberat I. Kl. Dipl.-Ing. FRÜHLINGSFELD; Reg.-Gewerberat Dipl.-Ing. RUCKER; Trade Inspectors: KNAUP, MOHR, BAUNACH; Gewerbeinspektorin KRISTEL; Gewerbeoberkontrolleurin DENNER, Regierungssekretär BECK. (p. 180)
EMPLOYERS’ OR PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE ASSOCIATIONS (Die Berufsgenossenschaften) (p. 182)

The Employers’ or Professional Liability Insurance Associations, created by the law of 6 June 1884, are the carriers of the Socialized Accident Insurance (Reich Insurance Code, sects. 623 and 956), and are composed of the proprietors of insured enterprises of similar or related occupations. The Reich Insurance Office is the supervisory authority.

There are 64 industrial liability insurance associations (vd. below). They are organized in the:

Reich Union of Industrial Liability Insurance Associations (Berlin)

Similarly the 38 agricultural and forestry liability insurance associations are organized in the:

Reich Union of German Agricultural Liability Insurance Associations (Kassel)

Industrial Liability Insurance Associations (Gewerbliche Berufsgenossenschaften)

1. Mining Liability Insurance Association
   Section VIII: München 2 NW, Maximiliansplatz 8, Telephone 52486. Acting Leader: Oberbergdirektor ZIEGLMEIER, München; Business Manager: Bergassessor a. D. Dr. Dipl.-Ing. ENGELMANN.

2. Stone Quarrying Liability Insurance Association

3. Liability Insurance Association for Precision Mechanics and Electrical Technology
   Section X: Nürnberg. Prinzregentenufer 3, Telephone 52209. Acting Leader: Direktor FRIEDRICH BARTHELS, Nürnberg. Business Manager: Dr. ERWIN SCHMALZ.

   Section I: München, Beethovenplatz 4, Telephone 55777. Acting Leader: Factory Owner HANS HURTH, München. Business Manager: Direktor Dr. EUGEN DÖLLHOFPF.
   Section II: Nürnberg-O., Kesslerstrasse 1, Telephone 50359. Acting Leader: Factory Owner KARL TABEL, Creussen. Business Manager: BERNHARD GEIST.

12. South German Precious and Non-Precious Metals Liability Insurance Association
   Section I: Nürnberg W., Rothenburger Strasse 7, Telephone 60036. Acting Leader: Manufacturer ERNST VOELK, Nürnberg. Business Manager: Fr. BRAUN.

18. Liability Insurance Association of the Chemical Industry
   Section VIII: Nürnberg O., Bahnhofstrasse 27, Telephone 21010. Acting Leader: Direktor Dr. KÄMPF, Bobingen über Augsburg. Business Manager: OTTO MÜLLER.

22. South German Textile Liability Insurance Association
   Augsburg, Prinzregentenstrasse 8; Telephone 4348. Leader: Factory Owner ADOLF SCHROTT, Haunstetten bei Augsburg; Business Manager: Direktor Dr. J. REINERTSHOFER.

   Section I: München, Maximiliansplatz 8, Telephone 52486. Acting Leader: Direktor Dipl.-Ing. G. MEDICUS, Pasing bei München; Business Manager: Assessor Dipl.-Ing. Dr. J. ENGELMANN.

29. Paper-Processing Liability Insurance Association
   Section IV: Nürnberg-W., Rothenburger Strasse 7, Telephone 60036. Acting Leader: RICHARD SCHUMACHER, Nürnberg; Business Manager: Dr. RATHGEN.

   Section I: München 2 NW, Karlstrasse 93, Telephone 55944; Acting Leader: Brauereidirektor WALTER PSCHORR, München; Business Manager: RASSO WEGMANN.

42. Liability Insurance Association of the Chimney-Sweeps of Germany
   Section XII: München, Laplacestrasse 1; Acting Leader: GEORG EVERER.

   Section V: München, Maximiliansplatz 8, Telephone 52486. Acting Leader: F. SCHREIBER, München; Business Manager: Dipl.-Ing. Assessor Dr. ENGELMANN.
58. Wholesale Trade and Warehouse Liability Insurance Association
   Section VIII: München, Sonnenstrasse 14, Telephone 51659; Acting Leader: Kommerzienrat Dr. S. PROEBST, München; Business Manager: Dr. jur. EILESER.

59. Liability Insurance Association for Vehicle Production and Upkeep
   Section IX: München 2, Gabelsbergerstrasse 43, Telephone 59240; Acting Leader: Direktor FRITZ LOHRER, Berlin; Business Manager: Verwaltungsdirektor H. MECK.

67. Liability Insurance Association for Retail Trade
   Leader: Dr. FRANZ HAYLER, München; Business Manager: Dr. KARL-RUDOLF MÄDER. Berlin offices.

   Main Administration. Office: Nymphenburger Strasse 168; Telephone 66977/78. Leader: Master Cabinet-Maker RASSO MAYER, München; Business Manager: Oberregierungsrat (retired) Direktor TURBAN. (p. 184)
   Section Bavaria: München 19, Nymphenburger Strasse 168; Telephone 66977/78. Acting Leader: Master Cabinet-Maker RASSO MAYER, München; Business Manager: Direktor KARL SINGER. (p. 185)

75. Construction Liability Insurance Association
   District Administration München: München, Loristrasse 8, Telephone 57161. Acting Leader: Ingenieur und Baumeister BURKHARD BERNHARD SCHWEITZER, München; Business Manager: Direktor WEINHUBER.

Agricultural Liability Insurance Associations (p. 185)
14a. Niederbayern-Oberpfalz Agricultural Liability Insurance Association: Landshut, (Bayern), Regierungsplatz 540; Telephone 3027. Leader: CH. ZAHN.
20. Schwaben Agricultural Liability Insurance Association: Augsburg, Beethovenstrasse 6-8; Telephone 6771/6969. Leader: Regierungsdirektor Dr. WÖRNER.

UNIVERSITIES AND VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS OF THE GERMAN REICH
Bavaria
Universities:
Erlangen: Friedrich-Alexander-Universität
   I. (Evangelical) Theological Faculty
   II. Faculty for the Study of Law
   III. Faculty of Medicine
   IV. Faculty of Philosophy
   V. Faculty for the Natural Sciences (p. 185)

München: Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität
   I. Faculty for the Study of Law
   II. Faculty for the Study of State Administration and Public Economy
   III. Faculty of Medicine
   IV. Veterinary Faculty
   V. Faculty of Philosophy
VI. Faculty for the Study of Natural Sciences (p. 186)

**Würzburg:** Julius-Maximilians-Universität  
I. (Catholic) Theological Faculty  
II. Faculty for the Study of Law, State Administration and Public Economy  
III. Faculty of Medicine  
IV. Faculty of Philosophy  
V. Faculty for the Study of the Natural Sciences (p. 186)

**Colleges of Technology:**

**München:** College of Technology  
II. Faculty for Building: 1. Department for Building Technology, 2. Department for Architecture  
III. Faculty for Mechanics: 1. Department for Machine Construction, 2. Department for Electrical Technology  
IV. Faculty for Agriculture  
V. Faculty for Brewing in the Institute of Weihenstephan (p. 186)

**Commercial Colleges: Nürnberg:** College for Economics and Social Sciences  
**Philosophical-Theological Colleges: Augsburg-Bamberg-Eichstätt-Freising-Passau-Regensburg**

**Training Colleges for Teachers: Bayreuth - Elbing [?] - Würzburg** (p. 186)

**Others Colleges:**  
**München:** Academy for State Research and Reich Planning Academy of Sciences

**Art Colleges, Art Schools, and Art Trades Schools** (including) **Schools of Music and Colleges for the Study of Music:**

- **Aschaffenburg:** Municipal School of Music  
- **Bamberg:** School of Music  
- **Kaufbeuren:** Municipal Singing School  
- **Mühldorf (Oberbayern):** Municipal Singing School  
- **München:** Academy of Pictorial Art, Academy for Employed Art, Bavarian State Training Institute for Photography, Academy of Music  
- **Neumarkt (Oberpfalz):** School of Music  
- **Nürnberg:** Conservatory of Music, Academy of Pictorial Art, State School for Employed Art, Municipal Singing School  
- **Passau:** Municipal Singing School  
- **Regensburg:** Municipal Singing School, School for the Study of church Music  
- **Schrobenhausen:** Municipal Singing School  
- **Weiden (Oberpfalz):** Municipal Singing School  
- **Würzburg:** Bavarian State Conservatory for Music (p. 187)

**Building Trades and Architectural Schools:**

- **Aschaffenburg:** Master School for Building Artisans  
- **München:** Higher State Training Institute of Technology for Building and Construction above and under ground  
- **Regensburg:** Higher District Training Institute for Technology (p. 187)
Training Institutes of Technology:
- **Ansbach**: Trades School for Machine Construction
- **Augsburg**: Municipal Building and Engineering School (p. 187)
- **Landshut (Bavaria)**: Trades School for Machine Construction and Electrical Technology (p. 188)
- **Nürnberg**: Ohm-Polytechnikum
- **Regensburg**: Higher District Training Institute for Technology
- **Rosenheim**: Institute for Woodwork
- **Würzburg**: United State Training Institute for Technology: Department Machinery and its construction

Handicraft Schools:
- **Augsburg**: District Trades School for Butchers
- **Bamberg**: Trades School for Bricklayers and Carpenters, Municipal Master School, Mechanical-Technical Schools, Drawing and Modelling School
- **Berchtesgaden**: Trades School for Woodcarving
- **Burgau (Schwaben)**: Drawing School
- **Erlangen**: Municipal Adult (Evening) Drawing School
- **Fürth (Bavaria)**: Municipal Apprentice Work Shops
- **Garmisch-Partenkirchen**: Trades School for Woodcarving
- **Landshut (Bavaria)**: Horseshoeing School
- **München**: Horseshoeing School, Master School for German Painting and Varnishing Artisans, Master School for the Bookbinding Artisans, Master School for Locksmiths, Wood, Cabinet-makers, and Sculpture Artisans, Master School for German Book Printers
- **Neustadt (near Coburg)**: Industrial School
- **Nürnberg**: Horseshoeing School, Pharmacists School, Southern German Cabinet Makers’ School, School for Sales Girls
- **Ochsenfurt**: Drawing School (p. 188)
- **Schweinfurt**: Pharmacists Trades School
- **Wunsiedel**: Master Schools for Stone Work
- **Würzburg**: State Horseshoeing Training Institute, Municipal Trades School for Handicraft and Commerce (p. 189)

Textile Schools:
- **Münchberg (Oberfranken)**: State Secondary Trades School for Textile Industry and Offices for Examination of the Textile Trades
- **München**: German Master School for Fashions (p. 189)
- **Schwandorf (Bavaria)**: State Waterproofing Institute
- **Tiefenbach (Oberpfalz)**: State Lace Tatting School

Training Institutes for Agriculture:
A. Higher Schools for the Supervision of Agricultural Planning and Building

B. Schools of Agriculture (Higher Schools of Agriculture)

C. Schools of Agriculture: Aichach, Altdorf (near Würzburg), Amberg (Oberpfalz), Ansbach, Augsburg, Babenhausen (Schwaben), Bamberg, Bayreuth, Cham (Oberpfalz), Coburg, Dachau, Eichstätt (Bavaria), Erding, Forchheim (Oberfranken), Fürth (Bavaria) (p. 189), Gerolzhofen, Günzburg, Gunzenhausen (Mittelfranken), Ingolstadt, Kaufbeuren, Kemnath, Landau (Isar), Landsberg (Lech), Landshut (Bavaria), Laufen (Oberbayern), Marktheidenfeld, Mühldorf (Ober-
bayern), Münchberg (Oberfranken), Neuburg, Neumarkt (Oberpfalz), Neustadt (Aisch), Nördlingen, Pfaffenhofen (on the Ilm), Pfarrkirchen, Regensburg, Rosenheim, Roth (near Nürnberg), Schweinfurt, Traunstein, Waldkirchen (Niederbayern), Waldshut, Wasserburg (Inn), Weiden (Oberpfalz), Weilheim (Oberbayern), Weissenburg (Bavaria), Wolfratshausen, Wunsiedel, Zwiesel (Bavaria)

**Special Trades Schools:**

**Training and Research Institutes for Horticulture:**
- **Bamberg:** Fruit and Horticulture Planting School
- **Freising:** Seed Growing Institute, Higher State Training and Research Institutes for Horticulture

**Landshut (Bavaria):** Woodranger School (p. 190)

**State Recognized Training and Research Institutes for Api-culture:**
- **Erlangen:** State Institute for Api-culture

**Private Forestry Schools:**
- Miltenberg

**Dairy Products Processing Training Institutes:**
- **Freising**

**Dairying Apprentice and Experimental Institutes:**
- Weihenstephan near Freising

**Training Institutes for Specialized Branches of Cattle Raising:**
- **Bayreuth**

**Fishing Schools:**
- Am Starnberger See: Fisching School of the Bavarian State Fishing Association Starnberg,
- Training and Research Institute for Trout Hatchers and Raising

**Schools for Brewing and Distilling:**
- **Freising:** College Department Weihenstephan for Brewing, Distillery School

**Commercial Schools:**
- Only the Public Commercial Schools are indicated below, that is to say: only schools under the Administration of the State or the Community.
- Besides the schools mentioned below, there are some quite important private commercial schools in the larger cities.

**Secondary Commercial Schools:**
- Augsburg, Bamberg, Bayreuth, München, Nürnberg, Würzburg

**Commercial Schools:**
- Ansbach, Aschaffenburg, Augsburg, Fürth, Landshut (Bavaria), München, Nürnberg, Passau, Regensburg, Schweinfurt, Straubing (p. 191), Würzburg (p. 192)

**Trades Schools:**
- Marktheidenfeld, München, Neustadt near Coburg (p. 192), Nürnberg

**Trades Schools for Women's Professions:**
- **Altötting:** Domestic Science School
- **Amberg (Oberpfalz):** Domestic Science Schools, Cooking Schools, Domestic Science School for Farmers
- **Ansbach:** Domestic Science and Needlework School for Women
- **Aschaffenburg:** Seminary for Kindergarten and Domestic Science Women Teachers, Municipal School for Domestic Science and Needlework (Women)
- **Augsburg:** Municipal Trades School for Women, Municipal Domestic Science School, Seminary for Kindergarten Women Supervisors, Domestic Science School, Municipal Trades
School for Women

- **Babenhausen (Schwaben):** Agricultural Domestic Science School
- **Bad Aibling:** Domestic Science School
- **Bad Kissingen:** Ursulinen-Domestic Science Schools
- **Coburg:** Agricultural School for Women Helpers, Domestic Science School
- **Deggendorf:** Cooking and Domestic Science School
- **Eichstätt (Bavaria):** Domestic Science School
- **Erlangen:** School for Nurses, Municipal courses for Domestic Science and Needle Work for Women (p. 192)
- **Fürth (in Bavaria):** Municipal Women’s School for Domestic Science and Needlework (p. 192)
- **Günzburg:** Agricultural Domestic Science School
- **Gunzenhausen (Mittelfranken):** Women Teachers Seminaries for Needlework, Seminaries for Kindergarten Women Supervisors, Seminaries for Domestic Science Women Teachers
- **Haag (Oberbayern):** Domestic Science School, Women Seminary for Cooking and Domestic Science Teachers
- **Hof (Saale):** Domestic Science School with courses for Women Needlework
- **Kaufbeuren:** Domestic Science School, Women Seminary for Kindergarten Supervisors
- **Landshut (Bavaria):** Cooking and Domestic Science School, Seminaries for Women Teachers
- **Lindau (Bodensee):** Domestic Science School (p. 193)
- **Marktheidenfeld:** Needlework School
- **Miesbach:** Domestic Science and Needlework School for Farmers’ Women Assistants
- **München:** Social Women School (p. 193)
- **Neustadt (on the Aisch):** Domestic Science School
- **Nördlingen:** Municipal Domestic Science School
- **Nürnberg:** Training Institute for Domestic Science and Needlework for Women, State Nursing School for the Sick and the Diakonissen Institute, Seminary for Women Supervisors of Kindergardens, Seminary for Women Supervisors of schools age children whose parents work in factories, School for Women Domestic, Women School for Children’s Nurses, Seminary for Girls Youth Leaders (Women), Domestic Science School, Social Women’s School, Domestic Science School
- **Pfaffenhofen (on Ilm):** Domestic Science School
- **Regensburg:** Vocational School for Domestic Sciences Women’s School
- **Roth (near Nürnberg):** Domestic Science School
- **Schrobenhausen:** Domestic Science School
- **Wunsiedel:** State Recognized Domestic Science Schools
- **Würzburg:** Women School, Midwifery School, Seminary for Kindergarten Women Supervisors (p. 194)

---

**DIRECTORY OF HIGHER INSURANCE OFFICES AND INSURANCE OFFICES:**

**Bavaria**

The District of the "Insurance Office" overlaps usually with that of the "Lower Administrative Authorities". Otherwise it will be especially mentioned. In the Districts and Cities, indicated below, the State and Community Authorities administer the affairs of the "Lower Administrative Authorities".

The seat of the Insurance Offices is, if not otherwise indicated, in the same town.
General Higher Insurance Offices and Insurance Offices (p. 194)

München (Ludwigstrasse 14)
Altötting - Bad Aibling - Berchtesgaden - Bad Reichenhall - Dachau - Ebersberg - Erding - Freising - (City and Rural District) - Landsberg - Laufen - Miesbach - Mühldorf - München (City and Rural) - Pfaffenhofen - Rosenheim (City and Rural) - Schongau - Schrobenhausen - Starnberg - Tölz - Traunstein - Wasserburg - Weilheim - Wolfratshausen.

Landshut (Seligenthalerstrasse 10)
Amberg (City and Rural District) - Beilngries - Bergreichenstein - Bogen - Burglenfeld - Cham - Deggendorf (City and Rural District) - Dingolfing - Eggenfelden - Eschenbach - Grafenau - Griesbach - Kehlheim - Kemnath - Kötzing - Landau on the Isar - Landshut (City and Rural District) - Mainburg - Mallersdorf - Markt Eisenstein - Nabburg - Neumarkt (Oberpfalz) (City and Rural District) - Neunburg vorm Wald - Neustadt on the Waldnaab (with Weiden) - Oberviechtach - Passau - Passau (City and Rural District) - Pfarrkirchen - Prachatitz - Regen - Regensburg (City and Rural District) - Riedenburg - Roding - Rottenburg - Schwandorf (City) - Straubing (City and Rural District) - Sulzbach - Tirschenreuth - Viechtach - Vilsbiburg - Vilsbiburg - Vohenstrauss - Waldmünchen - Wegscheid - Wolfstein.

Nürnberg (Weintraubengasse 1)
Ansbach (City and Rural District) - Bamberg (City and Rural District) - Bayreuth (City and Rural District) - Coburg (City and Rural District) - Dinkelsbühl - Ebermannstadt - Eichstätt - Erlangen (City and Rural District) - Feuchtwangen - Forchheim - Fürth (City and Rural District) - Gunzenhausen - Hersbruck - Hilpoltstein - Höchstadt on the Aisch - Hof (City and Rural District) - Kronach - Kulmbach - Lauf (Pegnitz) - Lichtenfels - Münchberg - Naila - Neustadt on the Aisch (City and Rural District) - Pegnitz - Rehau (with seat in Selb) - Rothenburg on the Tauber - Scheinfeld - Schwabach - Stadtsteinach - Staffelstein - Uffenheim - Weissenburg in Bayern - Wunsiedel.

Würzburg (Friedenstrasse 11)
Alzenau, Aschaffenburg (City and Rural District), Brückenau, Ebern, Gemünden, Gerolzhofen, Hammelburg, Hassfurt, Hofheim, Karlstadt, Bad Kissingen (Rural District), Kitzingen, Königshofen, Lohr, Marktheidenfeld, Melkriechstadt, Millenberg, Neustadt a.d. Saale, Oberburg, Ochsenfurt, Schweinfurt (City and Rural District), Würzburg (City and Rural District).

Augsburg (Holbeinstrasse 12)
for the Stadtkreise Augsburg, Kempten; for the Landkreise Aichach, Augsburg, Dillingen, Donauwörth, Friedberg, Füssen, Günzburg, Illertissen, Kaufbeuren, Kempten, Krumbach, Lindau, Markt Oberdorf, Memmingen, Mindelheim, Neuburg an der Donau, Neu-Ulm, Nördlingen, Schwäbisch Gmünd, Sonthofen, Wertingen (p. 195)

Special Higher Insurance and Insurance Offices
- Reichsbahn: Bavaria: Reichsbahn Directorate München
- Mining: München for the Southern German Mining Association

State Insurance Institutions:
- Oberbayern: München 27, Holbeinstrasse 11, Chief: Regierungsdirektor Dr. A. FRANK.
- Niederbayern-Oberpfalz: Landshut, Regierungsplatz 540 [?], Chief: Regierungsdirektor OTTO WILHELM.
- Oberfranken-Mittelfranken: Bayreuth, Leopoldstrasse 3, Chief: Regierungsdirektor Dr. PAUL MÜLLER.
• Mainfranken: **Würzburg**, Friedenstrasse 14, Phone 3315, **Chief**: Regierungsdirektor Dr. ALBERT QUAREK, Deputy: Oberregierungsrat Dr. FÜGER and Oberregierungsrat ZIERL.

• Schwaben: **Augsburg**, Holbeinstrasse 10, Phone 4661, 4662, **Chief**: Regierungsdirektor Dr. KARL WÖRNER, Deputy: Oberregierungsrat Dr. BÄRTHELIN.